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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL-.

DEPARTMENT fly THE INTERIOR,
BUREAU: OF EDUIPATION,

a8hington ,1" oventher .10, 1908.

Sin: I have the honor to transmit herewith a report prepared by
President Hadley, of Yale University, on the facilities for advanced
study and research in the offices of the National Goverinnent at
Washington, and to recommend its publication as a number of the

Bulletin of the Bureau of Education.
Especial interest attaches to this publication, and I am confident
that it will be widely useful. It sets forth, in compact form, information which has frequently been sought by institutions and individuals engaged in scientific research, both in our own land and in
foreign lands. In particular, it will answer numerous inquiries which
arise in the graduate deprtments of our American universities.
Thlipiest.ion has been asked repeatedly in the course of the collection of materials for this number, whether it is intended to have some
Bearing upon the effort to secure the establishment at Washington
of a National University.
seems proper accordingly to make the

following statement : That this publication is intended merely to
convey accurate information concerning a matter of the highest educational interest, and not to serve as an argument, either pro or con,
in any special propaganda. Its immediat purpose is to furnish
information to advanced students and directors of research. It is
inevitable that it should have an important. Waring upon ally. discussions which may be had in the immediatefuture touching the
establishment of a National University, but it is my intention that
its part in any such discussion, shall be simply' that of a.source of
reliable information.
.

rid pursuancbf this purpose, President. Hadley in his editorial
comment has limited himself to such guarded reference to. the

National Univeisity movement as seemed ttecesiary to'the cpmplettnes.s of his brief survey of the materials offered. This definition. of
the nonpartisan, purpose .of the publicatioii, with which President
Hadley is in full accord, is the only limitation which was proposed
,where: the tollected-materials were placed
hislian& for .ditbrial
1,1tgement and review.
I
-

;

.
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LATTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

The thanks of this office are due OA are extended with all heartiness to those offices of the Govern'tnent which have furnished the
itiformation which is here- summarized. Every department and
(-very independent office of the Government. which was invited by
the Secretary of the Interior to furnish such information has
responded without exception. As a result' the account here presented offers, so far as I am informed, the most complete survey that
has ever been made of the facilities for research under governuiental
control. provided at our national capital. Wittiont such cooperation
the undertaking would have been altogether impracticable. ' It is fitting to add that the personal interest nail attention which you have
given to the undertaking have greatly facilitated the gathering of he
information which is here set forth.
Very respectfully,
ELMER r.I.LSWORTTI
)1V N

,

'om m ixsioner.
The SECRETARY OF TIIE INT,ERfIrr

*FACILITIES FOR STUDY AND RESEARCIt IN THE
OFFICES OF THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
AT WASHINGTON.
BRIEF HISTORY.

From the very beginning the United Stites Government has been
called upon to provide facilities for advanced study and scientific
research; and has shown itself active in meeting these demands.
In the year 1890, when the seat of Government was established
it Washington. provision was at once made for establishing a library
of Congress, under the directcontrol of the United States authorities,
which should be the best institution of its kind in the Western Hemisphere. In spite of two-fires--one in 1614 and the other in 1851by

which the collections of books were destroyed or greatly impaired,
these intentnins have been consistently realized. The Library of
Congress is not only Ilse largest collection of linoks in the country;
it is, of all the large libraries in tlw world, the one whose collection
'are made most readily available for the scient ificlinvestigator of every
grade. More than once in the histery of the institution the question

has arisen whetter the Library of Congress should l,t treated, as a
circulating library for the casual reader or as a reference library for
the serious' student, and the answer has been in favor of the latter

'

Simultaneously with the'et4s-blishment oi the Libra6T atlhe beginning of the laSt century diem was a recognition of the scientific
portance ,of the census, of the probable neeessit4 of government in-.
vestiptions in American ethnology, and of the need for the establishment of an adequate coast survey. In the year MOO the American
Philosophical Society, under the presidency of Thomas Jefferson,
presented a jyraortEr6 Congress stating that -``. the decennial census
offered an occasion of great value for tilicertaining sundry facts lii*hly
itnportant to society and not otherwise.'to be obtain-ea," and praying
that this object. might be held in view in taking the next census. `A
-similar memorial was presented by the Connecticut Academy of Arta
and Sciences during the same year. Six years later the project of a
cues
irvey was taken' up by Secretary Gallatin and received the
sanction of law in 1807.

Ir

to
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The re.;ults of these early endeavors were not wholly satisfactory.
The war with Great Britain and the political and material developments whichnfollowed it turned men's minds in other directions.
Though the census schedules were.someWhat enlarged, the methods
employed were faulty *lid the results obtained were of little value
until after 1830. The work of the Coast Sarvey during these years,
in spite of the ability of its superintendent, Mr. Ilassler, was scarcely
more effective. But about 1840 there was a revival of scientific interest and scientific activity on the part of the Government which led
to the accomplishment of large results. The census of 1840 showed a
distinct improveMent over its predecessors, and twit of 'ISA was a
Work of great positive value. The Coast Survey was reeganized in
1843 under the headship of Proftessor Bache;and its'Work was 'islaid
with vigor and success. The Naval Observatory, established in 1843
under the title of "A Depot of qbats'and Instruments for the Navy,"
graduall-lieVeloped, into a scientific institution of the firt, rank.
The establishment of the Smithsonian Institution in 1840, by which
the leading members of the United State:4 Government heiiime responA

slide for the administration of a, large trust, for the increase and
diffusion of knoWleke, marked another step in the direction of public
encouragement of research..

11

"....

After the year 1850 scientific interests at Washington :ere again
somewhat crowded out by political ones. The ,good work of the
institutions just described was continued, but few new ones weret
established (if we except the Weather Bureau, the Ilydrographic
Office, and certain specific surveys of importance)..until after 'the
,
,
close of the reconstruction period.
The organization of the Unite 41 States Geological Survey in 1879
can perhaps be taken as &irking he beginning of a new era., This
era, which lias continued to the present time, hits. been diaracterized
by the gradual devel'opnient and coordination of techn41 -bureaus
and technical 'researches in a large' Timber of different lines
biological, chemical, and industrial. Starting%isually ou .a small
scale, as auxiliaries of the operations of some department of the Government,. these bureaus have acquired independent importance, and
have been so organized as to facilitate their development as separate,
institutions instead of subordinating it to the-admireerative-neear
of the department in which they originated. The investigations deal7
ing with biology and.chemis-trI, wherever they may have originated,
have tended to go into the charge of the DepartmentAgriculthre.
The investigations in industrial and statistical science, wherever-they
have
sitnilarly grayltated towardithe Departmentool
mmerce and Labor. Under the Department of Agriculture we
Co,
now find the Weather Bureau, the Bureau of Animalpdatry, the .

ADMINISTRATION VS. EDUCATION.
.

.
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Bureau of Plant Industry, the Forest Service, the Bureau of Chemistry, the Btireau of Soils, the Bureau of Entomology, the Bureau of
Biological Survey, the Office .of Experiment Stations, and the Office
of Public Roads. /Under the Department of Commerce and Labor
we find the Bureau of Corporations. the Bureau of Manufactures,
the Bureau of Labor, the_Bureatt of the Census. the Coast and Geo
detic Survey, the Bureau of Eisheties, the Bureau:of Standards, and
the But lean of Statistics.

.

ADMINISTRATION VERSUS EDUCATION.

Of lie extent and value of the researches made by these various
(Wes and bureaus there- can he mt dtibtlwhatever. The §cientilic
results are admirable alike in quantity, quality,and range of subjects.
Of the investigations which have given American science its credit
and its standing.in other countries, a surprisingly large proportion
have.:been 'conducted in government departments.

But it hasIteh

felt in many quarters that these 'bureaus Notre not administered in
such a way as to have the maximum educational value. The work
has not been done by students butAby officials. The very fact that
its scientific and administrative usefulness is so great. has emphasized

its lack uf direct connection with the edwcational 'system of the
country. It' has been felt chat if a larger number of students were
trained in the government offices. at Washington. this would form. a
natural levehlimient and culmination of our-whole-system of public
.
instruction.
Under these iniluetNes the Fifty-second Congress, in the year 1892,
passed the following joint resolution " to encouncge the e4ablishment
and endowment. of institutions of learning at the- national. capital
by defining the'policy of the Government. with reference to the use
of its literary and sclettific collections by studetUs."

,

whereas large collections illustrative 'of the various arts and sciences and
facilitating literary amp scientific research have Mtn accumulated by the actlou
of Congress through a ?ries of years at the tttiounl.capital ; and
Wherette It was the original purpose of the Government thereby to promote
.

ebsearch and the diffusion of knowledge, and hi now the settled policy and

preseht prasttice of those charged with the care of theie collections specially to
encourage students who devote their time tsLthe investigation and study of any
-branch of knowledge by allowing to them Or proper use ther4t: and
whereas It is represented that tit; entnueratiou Of these facilities and the
formid statement of th:s policy will encourage the establishment and endowment
of Institutions of learning at the seat of Government, and; promote the work of
. education by attracting. students to avail themselves of the advantages aforesaid
C ,under the direction of competent inalructors: Therefore,
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of, the United States of
America iss Conffrees assembled, That the .facilities for research 'nd illustration in the following and any other governmental collections now existing or here-

-PACILDITES Pea
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after.to be established In the city of Washington for the promotion of knowledge
shall be accessible, under such rules and restrictions as the officers In charge.

of each collection may prescribe, subject to such authority as is now or may
hereafter be permitted by law, to the scientific investigators and students of any
institution of higher education now Incorporated or hereafter to he incorporated
under the laws of Congress or of the District of Columbia, to wit:
One.
Of the Library of Congress.
Two.

Of the National Museum.

three. Of the Patent Office.
Four.
Five.

Of the Bureau of Education.
Of the Bureau of Ethnology.
Sir.
Of the Army Medical 'Museum.
Seven. Of the Department of Agriculture.
Eight. Of the Fish Commission.
Nine.
Of the Botanic Gardens.
Ten.
Of the Coast and Geodetic Survey.
Eleven. Of the Geological Survey.
Twelve. Of the Naval Observatory. ,
Appro'ved, April 12, 1692.
.

Nine years later this was supplemented by a further resolution,
approved March 3, 1901:
.
That facilities for study and researai in the government departments, the
Library of Congress, the National Museum, the Zoological Park, the Bureau of
Ethnology{ the Fish Commission, the Botanic Gardens, and similar Institut ns
hereafter lvtablished shall be afforded to scientific investigators and to d ly
qualified' individuals, students, and graduates of institutions of learning in the
several States and Territories, as well as in the District, of Columbia, under
such rules and restrictions as the heads of the departments and bureaus mew
Honed may prescribe.

The first of these acts was avowedly an attempt to encourage the
incorporation of educational institutions in the District of Columbia.
The second was an attempt to extend privileges to individual students
without reference to their connection with any organized educational
body.

It can not be said that either of these acts has produced results cammensurate.with the expectations'. The George Washington University has, indeed, numbered among its members many students who
were supporting themselves by work in the departments. Blit with

the exception of certain students of medicine who have obtained
.

valuable scientific privileges in the government hospitalk, this connection has been a mean
self-support for the stueitlit rather than
of scientific training. he eorge Washingtorrkemorial Association, founded in 1 1, made it one of its main objects to direct the
work of students pursuing their researches in the varigusdepartments.
What might lave come from this movement ifit had been vigorously
pursued it is impossible to tell. What actually happentd was that
the ',gift of Mr. Carnegie of .$10,000,000 for the establishment of the
Carnegie Institution, .a few ',months .later, ,turned the thoughts of the.

promo!.
of the Washington Memorial Institution into.other chan:
.,..
.
.
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nels by giving them' funds under their own control with which to
direct researches: instead of making them dependent upon the dose
cooperation of fhe departmentset Washington. Under these circumstances the movement, as an organized movement, was abandoned.
The student who comas to Washington to-day to get his scientific
training in a government, department comes under his 'own impulse
and at his own risk.

.

te,

Eximago FACILITIES FOR STUDY AND RESEARCH.
The existing facilities for study and research divide _themselves into
three groups:

1. Facilities open to the general public; to wit, libraries and

museums.

2. Training schools for d1188 instruction in preparation for speciAc
departments of the government service.
3. Laboratory facilities and personal instruction available to individual investigators in the various government offices, whether these
investigators be actually in the employ of the Government or not.
FACILITIES AVAILABLE FOR TILE GENERAL PUBLIC.

The Library of Congres8 on June 30. 1907, contained 1,434,000
printed books and pamphlets, including the bookl!thiposited in the
Smithsonian Institution and the law library of 122,000 volumes,
which, while a division of the Library of Congress. still remaing at
the Capitol; besides 98.000 maps and charts, 405.000 pieces of music,
and 254,000 photographs and prints.
On June 30, 1908. the number of printed books and pamphlets had
increased to 1.535.008.

Both in the arrangement of the Library and the rules regarding
its use, every facility is given to investigators. For reference use
the Library is absolutely free. without introductnm or credentialerto
any inquirer from any place. The general reader is supposed to
carry on his work in tone main reading room; lint if he is ptirsuing
investigations which. imperatively require access to the shelves he
receives the necessary permission, and if he is engaged in research
involving continuous use of a number of the same books day after
day, he is given a table in an alcove. If he desires to dictate to a
stenographer he is assigned a separate room for doing so. There
is no limit to the number of books which he may draw for refer-

ence use.

The arrangement of the catalogues and the organization of the
Library staff are such as to Militate to the utmost the work of the
,independent inquirer of every grade, from the casual reader, who
wants.a specific piece of inforinatign, to the scientific investigator,

12
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who wants to find everything that has been printed on a particular
topic.

The usefulness of the Library es -in aid to scientific research is
by np means limitbd to the work done within its own walls. Doctor
Putnam, the Librarian, hag, during the nine years of his administration, developed a system of cooperation between the' different
libraries of the country which is of inestimable advantage to investigators everywhere. It is now possible for students in any ,of our

large libraries to find out pretty accurately the book that are to
be had and the work that can be done in the others. ry the system
of interlibrary loans the diaterial in the Library of Congress is
actually put at the disposal of responsible-investigators all over the
country. Under this system the Library of Congress will loan certain

books to other libraries for the use of investigators engaged in
serious research. This means that any scholar or advanced student
who is within reach of a responsible local library which can guarantee

proper care of the books can obtain, without the expense of going
to Washington, the opportunity to study large classes of. scientific
and literary material which the Library of Congress possesses, and
which, the local library can not expect to possess. The importance
of this system to the scholars of the country can not possibly be
overestithated.

Libraries of the separate departments and bureaus of the Govern-

mentThere are some twenty-five of these, probably containing a
total of nearly 1,500.000 volumes and .pamphlets,. the great majority
of them, however, duplicates of material existing in the Library of
Congress.
A detailed estimate of the number of volumes in these libraries, published by Mr. C. n.

Walcott seven years ago, reads as follows :
Library.
Army Medical Museum
Department of Agriculture
Bureau of Education
Patent Office
Department of ilitals
Geological Purvey
National Museum
Coast and Geodedo Survey
Weather Bureau
Museum of Hygiene

Hydrographla Office
Bureau of Ethnology
Bureau of Statistics

Department of Jjao4
r
' Department of

Corcoran Gallery of Art
Treasury Department
War Department
Navy Department
Interior Department
Post-Mee Deica,rgtettt

lI

Lightonse

War Aboard. 01Ses

Naval 0
Nautical

Total

Of*

Books.

135,068
68,000
81,872
74,140
68, 000

47,800
26,000
16,406
18,000
11,969

Pam

pets.

apa.

229,646

140,009
2,600
77,027 i
80,000
6,178
5,000

'a, Is6
85.000

8,000
12,000

6.000

4,000
6,000

80,000

7061

4,451

2,.500

22,000
000

49
8E681
15,000

8,000
2,000

mew

000
0

25,, 00

'3:
762,430

61, 186
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By far the most important of iliese libraries, in public use as well
as in number of books, is that of the Surgeon-General's Office. This
library deals with all branches of medicine, surgery, and the allied

It provides a reading room for the general publiC and
special facilities for competent investigators who desire to make

sciences.

scientific researches. Great use is made by the medical profession of
.the country, and even by investigators from other countries, of the
facilities here offered. The libraries of the State Department also
contain unique materialmore valuable to the special investigator
than to the general student, who will, as a rule, find his needs better

met in the Library of Congress. The various military and naval
records in the libraries of the departments at. Washington also
possess an importance to the student of history which is wholly disproportionate to their bulk. But, on 'the whole, it may be said that

most of the departmental libiaries are arranged, and should be
arranged, with primary reference to the needs of the administrative
force of the several departmedts, and that the work of the outside
investigator can be better cared for in the Library of Congress, which

is arranged with a view to his needs and purposes, than in any
departmental library, however complete.
This is not. intended as a criticism on the administration of departThey are, as a rule, handled generously as well as
efficiently. There is an evident. desire on the part of those in charge
to have the books used by persons outside of the department as well
as inside. But most of the government bureaus receive large numbers of books and pamphlets which they find it hard to take care of,
and harder still to arrange to utilize.

The Bureau of Education has been a special sufferer under this
difficulty, and has taken practical and efficient measures to remedy
it.

In his statement to the Secretary of the Interior for the year

sending June 30, 1908, the Commissioner of Education says:
Under the direction of the new chief of the library division, Mr. William
Dawson Johnston, the library of the bureau has been thoroughly overhauled
and reorganized. The first task here was to strip the collection down to its
most effective working basis by the removal of all books and other matter no
longer needed or suitable for the purposes of such a special library. The
pieces so removed were transferred to the Library of Congress and the District
library, under the provisions of the legislative, executive, and Judicial appropriations act of February 25, 1903. The followini statement shows the number
of pieces so transferred:
Bound volumes
Pamphlets
Periodical numbers

26, 851
15, 512

16, 4

--\
.0Aal number of Weals

58, 804
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This constitutes, as I am informed, one of the largest transfers In the history
of American libraries. It was made with a view solely to the Increase of the

working value of the library of the bureau, and that end has clearly beet(

attained.

Museura8.The-most important of these are the National Museum
and National Gallery of Arts, under the control -of the Smithsonian
Institution. The sciences most fully illustrated in the National
MuSeum are zoology. botany, and geology, including palaeontology,
and the ethnology and archeology of North America.
The. technical subjects best represented are firearms, land and
water transportation, methods of lighting, time-taking devices,
measuring appitratus, electrical appliances. ceramics, and glass mak-

ing and decoration. The oollections are much used fa serious study,

and would be used still more if it were not for the limitations of
Apart from the general enjoyment of the exhibits by the

space.

public, it seems probable that at least two hundred investigators have
availed themselves of the special facilities for study during the fiscal
year 1908. In the laboratories and working -rooms of the museum,
however, there is prartically no opportunity for outside students,
owing to the limitations of space.
Like the Congressional Library, the National Museum will sometimes send material away front Washington to be studied, in cases
where it is impossible for the investigator to come to the museum.
The regulations regarding investigators are as simple as possible.
Little is required other than an assurance of good character and
scientific ability. As a rule, a brief indorsement from a scientific

man of reputation or from the head of an institution with which
the applicant is connected is all that is needed.

The Smithsonian Institution also has valuable tnaterial for the
student in connection with its Bureau of Ethnology and its Zoological Park. The National Botanic Garden is independent of
the Smithsonian Institution, but affords opportunities for study on
closely allied lines.

th

Hardly second in importance and reputation to
collections of
`the Smithsonian Institution are those of the Army Medical Museum.
Among the departmental collections special mention should also be
made of the museum in the Agricultural Department, and-of the
models and drawings of the Patent Office.

ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE TRAINING OF CLASSES.

The most important training schools conducted by the Governmeat at Washington are the medical schools of the United States
Army and Navy. These are organizations for the benefit of graduates of medical schools iyho need preparation for the special problems

EXISTING FACILITIES FOB STUDY AND RESEARCH.
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which will meet them in the service of the United States Govern- P
ment. The course i4 in every case ti brief cake; beyond'the fact that:
it is tv'ell conducted, the detailed work requires little comment. Of
a similar character, but perhaps even more distinctive, have been the
classes organized by the Public Health and Marine-Hospital Service
for the students who desire to prepare themselves for the special
probleThs confronting that. branch of the Government.

The facilities of the Government Hospital for the Insane are well
utilized in connection with the instruction of medical students in

George Washington University, and an effort has been made to
render the collections of the Botal)ic Garden similarly useful. to
.classes of college students.

Perhaps the most interesting class instruction in connection with
any of the departments at Washingrton is that furnished. by the Bureau

of Standards. The assistants in this bureau receive from their chiefs
.regular instruction in the theoretical problems of physics onnected
with their work. The reports regarding the results of sue instruction ape extremely favorable. These "classes and conference enable
the force of the department to do better practical work than it could
without such training. Their results not. only enable the assistants to
qualify themselves for promotion within the department faster than
they could otherwise, but they increase,the demand for their services
outside of the department in the manufacturing and mechat}ical
industries of the country when they have reached the limit of the
possibilities of their promotion at Washington.
orroarrsITI ES FOR INDIVIDUAL aesr.Aakt.

The students who desire to avail themselves of these opportunities
fall into two pretty distinct groups.
1. Investigators of mature age and independent resources, who
have definite problems to solve for which the departments in Washington furnish more suitable or more accessible material than is to
be found elsewhere.

2. Students not yet wholly established in their profesiion, who
.desire not only material for study, but also a certain amo..nt of
guidance and help from their superiors, and who wish to use their
studio as a means of winning position for themselves as well as
knowledge for the world.

As things stand at present the first of these classes can be well
accommodated at Washington. The number of investigators who
can take care of themselves and who have definite ends in view is
small.

It is such a pleasure to the head of a departnient to

see

scientific man who can direct his own work and who'has a definite
end in view that he is always willing to make.
for him in a
.
laboratory, no nutter how crowded it haltas.

16
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With representatives of the second class the case is different. They
can not as a rule take care of themselves. They want suggestions Concerning the ends to be pursued, no less than concerning the means to
be employed. They are men who, need education instead of simply
needing opportunity. It is this class which most people have in

minda class of students who desire to obtain their technical and
their advanced scientific training in immediate connection with cane
of the departments of government work. With regard to the development of these facilities it must be confessed that the results are
dis.ppointing.
In the year 1901 an unofficial inquiry was instituted by Mr. Walcott.

at that time Direct of the Geological Survey. concerning the possible number of students on different subjects who could be accommodated in the various departments and bureaus at Washington. The
results were as follows:
Shidenta.

1. History and diplomacy

5
10

2. Historical research
3. Library administration and methods
4. Statistics

15
5
2
15
2

5. Magnetism
6. Meteorology
7. Tides

8. National Standards (Bureau on
9. Astronomy
10. Physics
11. Hydrography
_______
12. Cartography, etc.___
13. Topography
14. Chemistry
15. Mineral resources

3
10

20

_

16. Geology
17. Paleontology.

_

7

18. Animal Industry
19. Anthropology and ethnology_

2.

25
13

20. Zoology
21. Botany

22. Forestry

10
5
17

At-

50
25
20
272

A similar inquiry to-day would scarcely meet so favorable a response. It is doubtful whether the different officials would be willing
to accommodate more than one-third of the number contemplated-as

possible in 1901. Some of the offices which had .hoped to accommodate

students are prevented by lack of room. Others have already tried
student assistance and found,it unsatisfactory. Several of the offices
which contributed the largest numbers te,the above table now say explicitly that they have no accommodations. This is true of the
Weather Bureau, of the Hydrographic Office, of the Geological Stir-

I
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vey, of the Bureau of Animal Industry, and of the Forest Service.
The only offices which express any appreciable readiness to provide
for student assistants are as follows:
Public Health Service..
Fe or six.
Military War Records_
Naval Observatory ... _ ____

____

Fifteen. .
A few.
A limited number.

.

Naval War Records__
Patent Office. _

In library.

Bureau of AnuctItion..

SIX or eight.

Hospital for Insane...._
Bureau of Plant industry
Bureau of ChemisIry._
Bureau of Entomology __..
Office of Public Roads.

Office of Fxis.rinient Stations....
Bureau of Manufactures. .Census Bureau__
Coast Survey
'
Bureau of Fisheries.
Bur...an of Standards.

Bureau of Statistics._

1

A few.
if they come as officials.
A limited number.
Eight.
One.

For very brief periods.
Perhaps.
About six.
Twelve.

:i considerable number.

__

...

Astrophysical Observatory

s

Some.

Silniv.
_

__

Some.

These number are 'Ague; but. after making due allowance for all
uncertainties, it would seem difficult to make them' add up to 100.
But whether we estimate the number of places now open to students
little higher or a little lower, it is; perfectly clear that we have not
m
in the direction of making Washington a place for student
training and student research. A few years ago there were eight or
ten bureaus which had a system of student assistance. Now there are
but one or two. The educational work initiated a few years ago with
-1

so much hope for the future is on the whole tending to diminish
rather than to increase. Department officials who at the outset were
Inguine concerning the possibilities in this direction to-day show
themselves exceeQigly skeptical.

OBSTACLES TO STUDENT RESEARCH.

What are the obstacles or difficulties which have prevented the
development of so attractive a plan?
Th1y may be grouped under three heads: The space difficulty, the
administrative difficulty, and the educational difficultx..
1. The space difficulty. A great many of the departments are so
crowded that they have no room for 'students. The presence of an
untrained man would crowd the trained man out of the necessary
desk room. This is notably true of the Geological Survey. In its
field parties the United States Geological Survey has been an educa...
67488-06,-2
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tional institution of vast importance. A large number of the yotinger
geologilkof the present, day have derived their inspiration and their
scientific development front this source. But what Van use could
do in the field Walcott could not do at Washington. for the _Mere
physical reason 'that there was no place to do it in. The offices of
the bureau were and are still inadequate for the work expected of it.
This difficulty. is likely to continue. There is it tendency on the
part of every large government undertaking to outgrow its quarters. (live it more room, and it will undertake more 01,jects. This
sort of vitality isthe very best thing to have in a government bureau,
but it makes it harder for the officials in .charge to find room for
students.

2. The administrInive difficulty. Even in those bureaus whose.
work has not passed beyond the capacity of the rooms accorded to
them. as is the case with many of the newer bureaus ill the Department of Agriculture, there is another allied difficulty which meets
us. lack of funds. The problet for every chief is to get his work
done in the most efficient and economical milliner. Even where Congress is liberal in its appropriationsand for many of these bureaus

the treatment has been as liberal as could be expectedthe bureau
chief has to study ways and means pretty carefully. Ile wants to do
all the administrative work he can with the money placed at his
disposal'

The presence of students interferes with the chance of obtaining
this maximum of efficiency. The labor of student assistants is as a
rule neither very efficient nor very easy to handle. An untrained
MD employed at WO rarely does half as much work for his chief
as the trained man at $1,000. The work of supervising two $500 men
takes a great deal more of the time and strength .of the higher officials

than the workof supervising a single $1,000 man. Of course there
may be indirect results whiCh justify this expenditure of money and
time. If a bureau finds that there are not enough Men who are technically trained for the wor!, which it has undertaketi, it must train
them itself. The expenditure of mem*. and time involved in their
training is a necessary means to an end.. But where the educational
o
is an independent onewhere it is not undertaken as a necessa
preliminary to getting the work done, but as a means of outside
pu lie service in connection with the work that is already progress;
ingthen it represents a reostly diversion of time, strength. and

moner

Of course there are exceptions to this general rule. The Bureau of

Standards is i.marked instance in point. The-development of the
researches in this bureau must necessarily go hand in hand with'
the development of the. men 'who make the researches. Hence the
educational side of this bureau is much more fully developed and
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much more successful than that of most ot rs. In the majority
.,,pf cases the educational work is n integral 111

of the administrative
If one side must be sacrifi .ed, it is the educational side. This
is necessary and right. The main work of our offices is and must be
administrative. A bureau chief who should neglect his main work
for the sake of a subsidiary or incidental one would'be forfeiting his
work:

trust.

If, under these circumstances, Congresslikishes the bureaus to
undertake educational work on a large scale, it oughtto make a specific appropriation for the purpose.' But it doffs not seem likely that
this policy will be adopted:- A great many people who are in favor
of using government bureaus as a means of education, if it can be
done at little loss or expense. would view the piiiicy in a wholly different light if it was shown that it cost as much money to do it there as
anywhere else.

3. The educational difficulty. Even if we had room enough and appropriations enough it is doubtful whether the government bureaus,
regarded from the purely educational standpoint, furnish as advantageous a training place as imply people suppose.
This is a subject on which it is difficult to generalize. Certain
renus are first-rate training places for 8071W men. The student who
has chosen his line of life and has had his preliminary theoretical
training can often spend his last year of study with great advantage
in immediate connection with the chiefs under whom he is going to
serve; and,if his promotion depends upon his success in doing the Work
they want, it will furnish a stimulus to him and a help to them. But

where these conditions are absentwhere the man'.§ promotion does
not depend upon the chief under whom he is studying, where hie
studies are not being turnyd to to particular form of goyernment
service, or where he is deficient in the necessary theoretical training
the case is reversed. By all means let the government offices accommodate as many special students as their facilities and appropriations
will admit; but let these students get their theoretical training elsewhere if we wish to secure the maximum efficiency and economy. from
the educational standpoint as well as from the administrativeone.

The fact is that to nine men out of ten a good school is a better
training place in th'e theory of a man's profession than any ordinary
office or bureau.

We have passed beyond the stage of the student assistant. At the
beginning of the nineteenth, century any man who wanted technical
training tended to seek it in theoffice where technical work was done.
The-man who intended to be a lawyer went into a law office; the man
who intended to be a doctor went into a doctor's office; the manwho
intended to be a miniater went into a *inister's study; the man who
intended to be an engineer carried chain for in.engintrer, There. are
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Still people who think chat this is the only way in *hi& a man can
really he educated; but they are getting fewer and fewer every day.
Practical experience is against them. The man who goe's to a good
law school, if he uses his time Koper ly, can learn more law in three
years under the new system that he learned under the old system in
twice that. time. The same thing is true of medicine, of engineering,

or any of the different. branches of technology. A teacher who

4,

makes it his business to educate can do this .side_lf the work more
effectively than a practitioner with whom the training of his assistants is and can be only an incidental matter. It is simply an instance
of the advantages of division of labor. It is better fo. have a trained
teacher do the teaching in places arranged for teaching, and a trained
administrator do the business in the places arranged for business,
than to try to mix the two things up. While this is not an absolutely
universal rule, it holds true in the vast majority of cases.
For seven years, from t899 to 1906, the Forest Service of the United

States provided for a system of student. assistance. Two years ago
this system was abandoned. Why? Nominally because the problems
which confronted the service had grown too co. plex to ItCave room

for any untrained men in government forestry; actuall, becaiise
the forest schools of the country had trained enough men who were
capable *Of handling complex problems to allow the Fbrest Service
advantageously to specialize upon this, its proper work, and leave the
educational work to the schools. The course of events here is typical
of what ha happened to almost every large line of business in the

course of the last hundred years. There has been a tendency to
separate the educatiOnal from the administrative side, because both
sides could be better attended to if they were kept apart. When the
Forest Service, after seven years' trial, abandoned the-experiment of
student assistance, it simply repeated the history through which
hundreds of other kinds of offices, public and private, have keen
passing during the nineteenth century.
The question is often asked how far the establishment of a national
university, which could take care of the preliminary theoretical training of the students and relieve the department officials of much of the
purely eduCa,tional work, might alter or modify these conclusions.
The 'question concerning the advantages of a national university
is too large a one to be here discussed in its entirety, and really forms
no part of the subject of this report. We are concerned with what
can be done at Washington under the existing system rather than
with what might be done under some other system. It may be said
provisionally that the presence of the scientific bureaus of the Government would be of great advantage to a university, but that it is

very doubtful 5,hether the prelence of a university would be of
advantage to the scientific bureaus' of the Government. The' uni-1.ta4r.
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could gain, not only by having large libraries and mugeums
easy reach, but. by being able to call for advice and help upon

the scientific investigators engaged in government work. But it
does not appear that these investigators, now employed in govern-

l service, could expect a corresponding benefit. Co themselves or
ment
their departments from the establishment of a university. Sonic of
them, who have the teaching instinct, would value highly the opportunity
t unity for the instruction of university classes, and could exercise a

large infiunce in this manner. But it is only a minority of the
bureau chiefs who could d'o effective work in this Way. The qualities
which make a successful administrator are not always, or perhaps
generally, those of a successful educator. And even with those men
who were really fitted to contribute to the success of the university
the work they might do in that way would represent in large measure
a subtraction from the time and strength which they now devote to
the organization of the researches immediately under their charge.
While th; establishment of a university at Washington ould make
it a little easier for the departments to meet the nee of students
than it now is, it would tend to create an increased pr are upon the
departments to acconunodate students who had not had the necessary
degree of preliminary training, or acquired tie necessary definiteness

of purpose, to make 'them contribute to the efficiency (4 the'staff.
From the standpoint of the departments, the advantage intone direction would generally be outweighed by the disadvantage in the other.

t
CONCLUSIONS.

The conclwons of this report may be summed up as follows:
There is an increasing opportunity for the work of advanced study
and research at Washingto,; but this work, under present conditions,
is and must be done by oflfcials rather than by students.
The various libraries, collect ions, and offices of the Government
are thrown open.. with the utmost liberality to investigators of every
kind. But we have nothing which can be Tegarded as'a system oft. -'
training for advanced students in the various departments of scientific
-work, except a relatively small number who are qualifying themselves for promotion in the government service itself. The efforts
made a few years ago to develop a system of training schools Within
the departments of the Government itself have not been crowned .
with success. Some are'hindered by want of space, others by the demands of administrative economy, and others yet by the fact that ,
there are so many instances where education and business are both
better done if the schools do the educating and the offices the business.
s.
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APPENDIX.

In order to collect the material necessary for
this report, the Department of the Interior the preparation of
made intlnicy in the
,mouth of Slay. 1908, of-

the bureans and institutions mention*: in
the acts of 1892and 1901, and of certain others
which had ,been more
recently established, concerning the facilities which they
for advanced study and research. The questions asked furni.:Thed.
were as
follows:
1. Date of establishment of this
WW. In its present status.
Information concerning work of n similar kind under go4rnment
auspices,
prior to the establishment of this oftlee In Its present mottos,
or referehee made to publications in which Well Informationmay be briefly note),
is presented most
concisely and sittinfactorily.1

2. FactPittes offered for advanced study and research
prior to the'yenr 1908.

brief narrative and demcriptive
statement Is desired, such as may be Incur iterated verbatim In the proposed bulletin.
If more convenient. reference may be
rrede to publicationg in which such information
is already necessprle; or, if such
Informraton Is not nt hand and can not be collected without
undue)
expenditure
of that, answer ,may he omitted altogether.1

3. A more detailed account of such
facilifiessoffered (hiring the fiscal year 1904.
[Statements are desired with reference to (a) library facilities.
tbi Inboratory
facilities, ter glrection aud supervision
of students.

special opportunities for
study and trnitang afforded to members of the'clffice td1
farce. (
procislon for rho
appointment of student assistan
for
either
part
-time
or
whole-time employment,
and 1] ) additional infornlatIon.I
1

4. Number of perttons availing them tiv

of such Mei:Ides during

the fiscal
year 1908.
[Including, If practicable, a
list of names and addresses, together with some
Indication of the orevIohs training
of each person awl of the work Vile by him
here. If prefe red. the no
or moy take the forte of statementhr(-tho number
and character ¶r clans of Slit!. persons and the type ofnInquiry
engaged.)
ILA:bleb they ar.

5. Facilities offerer) for the fiscal year 1909.
Statement In such form as niny be Incorporated verbatim In
letIn. Vacilittes not now offered
the proposed but
but which may be made available
to students
in the near future might well be mentioned.
Where the facilities referred to depend upon an estimated increase In the nppropriation
for the year, concerning
which the action of Congress In still uncertain, this fact
should be noted. Answer
may be limited to a reference to
given undoor 3 where th!t4 Is diemed
a sufficient announcement for the information
coming year.]

O. Regulations and suggestiong concerning the
conditions of adtnission to the
use of such facilities.
(It would be serviceable to *now whether ndmIssiffh
to the use of the facilities
to any ',entente! type of inquirer: whether, for
Instanee, solely to those
pursuing original hefestIgation calculated
to ndvance the boundaries of knowledge, or, In addition. to students &Ira gradunte work
4in connection with some
higher Institution. or to alYstudents.
some tudicatiop of the number of students
who can be accommodated should be included.
The conditions governing appoint.
mast to student triatantshipa or analogous positions
should
Is

T. Additional Information and 'remarks.
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The inquiries were transmitted by the Secretary of the Interior
to the various departments of the Government accon:panied by a letter similar in form, to the following.- In the case of those offices not

included in any government department. the accompanying letter
was modified to adapt it to the circumstances of the case.
r
DEemrimr,A11 OF 'rim INTritioa.
ll'aNhington, May 12. 1908.
The honorable the SECRETARY OF STATE.

SIR: Inquiries ill male from time to time at the Bureau of Edu-

cation with reference to the facilities now offered for advanced study
and research in the government offices at Washington, under the provisions of the joint resolution of Congress approved April 12, 1892,
and the act of Congress approved March 3, 1901. With a view to
answering such inquiries and with a view ithiv to furnishing comprehensive information
with reference to this matter for the use of the
.graduate schools of Nun. universities, the Commissioner of Education
is desirous of isuing a si.weial bulletin dealing with the subject, and
hiss secured the ;service orPresident Ira Remsen, of the Johns Hopkins University, in the capacity of editor of such bulletin.°
1.9oil will readily understand that what is contemplated is not the
preparation of an official report concerning operations under the acts

referred to. which the Bureau of Education is neither directed nor
empowered to make, but merely the assembling of such information
as will meet the needs of instructors and students throughout the
country. Sulia publication as will serve this purpose can be prepared only with the cooperation of the heads of the several governInellt OtliCeS CialCellitnI. I have received assurances that siqi cooperation will be freely extended. I trust that you will find it
proper and possible to assist in thiA undertaking, by furnishing such
information as is indicated on that inquiry blank inclosed herewith,
Cwith reference to the following offices of the Department of State:
The Bureau of Indexes,..ltn Archives. and the Bureau of Rolls and
,ibrary.

This form of inquiry has been prepared in consultatiim with

President Remsen, with a view to bringing together the infortination
from the several offices in something approaching uniformity of arrangement and presentation. It is mit unlikely. however, that in
sonic offices certain variations front this plan will be found necessary
to A fair pr..Aitation of essential facts concerning those tiffices. -1
inclose a copy oft his letter for the information of each of the offices
referred to.
For convenience of reference there has been added to the circular
of inquiry the text of Ole congressional enactments to winch reference

has been made, and a provisional list of the goverment offices to
which this inquiry is to be sent. is inclosed herewith.If convenient, will you kindly' furnish this of ie.with the informst io'ri asked for before the end of this current month.

I have the honor to be, very'res*tfully,,
(Signed)

-

JAMES.RUDOI.P11 GARFIELD,

Secretary.
A few weeks later President Rerosen was obliged by the pressure otilbamedlate and
unustall duties to withdraw from this engagement.
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The complete list of offices to which the inquiry was sent is as

follows:

Library of Congress.

p

Department of State:
Bureau of Indexes and Archives.
Bureau of Rolls and Library.
Treasury Department:.
Public Health and Marine-Hospital Service.Department of Justice:
Library.
War Department :
Library of the Surgeon-General's Office.
Museum of the Surgeon-General's Office.
Bureau of Insular Affairs.
Office of the Chief of Staff.
Navy Department :
Hydrographic Office.
Naval Observatory.
Naval Medical School and Hospital.
Naval War Records Office and Library.

Department of the Interior:
General Land Office.
Patent Office.

Bureau of Education.
Geological Survey.

Reamation Service.
Gorbrnment Hospital for the Insane.
Department of Agriculture:
Weather Bureau.
Bureau of Animal Industry.
Bureau of Plant Industry.
Fore.* Service.
Bureau of Chemistry.
Bureau of Soils.
Bureau of Entomology.
Bureau of Biological Survey.
Office of Experiment Stations.
Office of Public Roads.
Library.
Department of Commerce and Labor :
Bureau of Corporations.
Bureau of Manufactures.
Bureau of Labor. .
Bureau of the Census.
Coast and Geodetic Survey.

Bureau of Fisheries.
Bureau of Standards.
Bureau of Statistics.
Interstate Commerce Commission.
International Bureau of American Republics.
Isthmian Canal Commission.
National Botanic Garden.

/
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Institution:
National Museum and National Gallery of Art.
Bureau of American Ethnology.
National Zoological Park.
Astrophysical Observatory.
Bureau for the International Catalogue oZ Scientific Literature.
International Exchange Service.

SSmithsonian

h was requested that the information be furnished in such a form
that it might be quoted if the Bureau of Education should find it desirable to do so. The majority of the answers were framed with such
care that the bureau believes it advantageous to publish them nearly
in full. Exception has been made in case of the reports of a few of
_Vie departments which,s.owing to their limited means or to the confidential character of the work intrusted to their charge, are unable
to afford much assistance to the general student. The replies of other
departments have been abridged by the omission of catalogues of liter-,
ature collected or published, whose inclusion would have swelled this
report beyond its natural limits.

REPLIES MADE BY THE VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS AND OFFICES
TO THE INQUIRIES OF THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS.
(Of Beer reporting : Herbert Putnam. Librarian.)

1. 1897.

This date Is that of the completion of the new library`bailding,

which marks the beginning of the opportunity and service of the library as the
National Library of the United States.
While still at the Capitol, however (that Is, from 1800 to 1897), the library
was free for reference to all inquirers, and within its abilities rendered valuable
a. 'Vice as a general research library, as well as one for governmental use.
2. The resources and facilities are indicated passim in the annual reports of
the Librarian 1897-1907. See especially the Manual attached to that for 1901.
3. The Library is still the Library of Congress, and as such has a special duty
to Congress. Itis also (1) the law library of the Supreme Court of the United
Sates, and (2) the cettral library for all the execut lye departments and bureaus I
at Washington.
Subject to the convenience of the Government, It is a free reference library
for the general public. As such its interest is pirticularly to aid
h calculated to advance the boundaries of knowledge. All of Its collect I. are vallable
ft° this end, and they comprise now (In round numbeys) 1,500,000 .silts afad
pamphlets, 100,000 maps and charts, 970,000 volumes and p)eeea of music, 250,000

prints, and a great collection of manuscripts indispensable to the student of
American history. It receives by operation of law all books copyrighted in the
United States, and by exchange tlp official publications of all governments and
most learned societies and Institutions. Its expenditure) for purchase now total

\

.1

1/4
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$109,000 a yea.r. In its selection for purchase it will gladly give preferpace to
material desired by investigators for immediate use. It receives erently

nearly 7,000 serials, including about 1,200 newspaper& The reltdeot or visiting
Investigator can be givep a special desk where he may reserve mifferial from
day to day, and, if necessary, direct access to material on the shelves. Upon
special permit he may withdraw material for home use. The specialists of the
Library, of whom there are a number in various fields of knowledge, will gladly
give assistance In the bibliography of their subjects.
Investigators not able to visit Washington may secure the loan of material
by application through their local libraries.
The main rending room hasaccommodation for 2150 renders, but the building
as a whole for a thousand. No credential is required for its reference use, and
no formality beyond the minimum requisite for safety.
Special strength of eolleetion.Manuscripts (for American history), official
documents, maps and charts, music, prints, society publications, law, history,
and peliticn1 and soCial science. ,tether departments are 11(1w-being rapidly and
systematically developed. ( In four are already special collections of importance: Russian, Chinese. Japanese, and Sanskrit literature.)
NoTE.Special fields not emphasized because covered by' other governulitat
libraries, are Medicine, Agriculture, Geology, and Education.
4-; We do not keep statistical records to enable us to answer this question,
nor does the inquiry seem to demand it. The number of persons using the

library is, as a whole. about the number that would use n large municipal
The classes of persons may be dividts1 Into three: Members of Congrew; visiting Investigators; resident investigators.
The resident use is.obvious. *The visiting Investigators
the following: Historians, mostly professors iu American universities: economists: scientists, In connection with advanced work of the government bureaus
and for personal work : candidates for doctors degrees.
ft. Same as for 1t08.
6. For -reference use the Library is absolutely free, without introduction or
credential, to any inquirer from any place: amd it is ()en from 9 a. In. until
10 p. ui., and on Sqndays and most holidays (nail 2 p. alt. until 10 p. w.
The general reader Is HUN )0St`li to carry ou his work in the main reading
room.
hoWever, he Is pursuing investigations requiring access to t' ebooks
upon the shelves, be will be admitted to the shelves if his work imperatively
demands it, and if he can notbe served by having the iss)ks brought to him.
Such access Is, of course, subject to thexonveniene of the administration. It
a reader is engaged in resZarch Involving the continuous use of a number of
library.

the same books day after day, be will' be given a table in an alcove, where
they may be set aside for him; If he desires to dictate to a stenographer, a
peparate room, where be may do so without inconvenience or publicity.

There is no limit to the number of books n render lilfly draw for reference
use. For books from the stacks to be used Ju the reading room he makes out
a call slip, signing his name and residence. But there are available to him
without this.formality,'or the intervention of an attendant, some 15,000 volumes of reference books in this room, 2,700 current newspapeiy and periodically
in the periodical reading row, and much material in other plits of the Library.

ar

In the very early years (circa 1815), and again from about 1884-1894, the
privilege of drawing books for home use was permitted to any resident of the
District making, a deAsit as security. From time to time since then, and
especially before the/Public Library was in efficient operation in its new build appeals have been made for the ref ival of this privilege. A communication
froth the Librarian to the chairman of 0, Senate Library Committee, January-.
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27, 1903, was induced by such an appeal, which caused the introduction of a
'resolution into the Senate. The view held was adverse to the proposal to,make the National Library a general circulating library, but emphasized the A
sympathy of the authorities with every application for the home use of hooka

resting .;on a serious' need not to be satisfied by reference use nor by the
Public Library of the District. A distinction is'eaay, for the function of the
latter is pevullarly'to aid the general reader and 'the younger'reader, including
the pupils et the common schools. This leaves to the Library of Congress the
investigator proper.
The statutory designations of persons (rather classes) within the. District
W110 should have the privilege of books for home use are as follows: President,
Vice-President, ex-Presidents of the Putted States, Senators, Representatives,
Delegates, heath' of departments, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, Associate

Justices of the Supreme Court. reporter bf the Supreme Court, clerk of the
Suprine Court. members of the Diplomatic Corps, Judges of the Court of
Claims, clerk of the Court of Claims, Solicitor-General, assistant attorneys.zeileral, secretary of the Senate; clerk of the House of Representatives. chaplains of the two Houses of Congress. Solicitor of the Treasupi, the financial
agent of the Joint Committee on the Library, Smithsonian Institution through
its -Secretary, regents. of the Smithsonian. Institution. members of the interstate Commerce Commission, secretary of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
hief of Engineers of the Corps bf Engineers of the United States Army. Chief
thief

Justice of the Court of Appeals of the District,of Columbia, associate justices
of the, Court of Appeals of the strict of Columbia. associate justices of the
f Columbia, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court
Supreme Court of the Distr.!
of the District of Columbia.
A resident of the IstrIct engaged in serious investigation, and having some
sifecial need which ,:an not be met by reference use. may maily to the Librarian
for a SIVORI permit which may meet this need.
The duty of the National library is to Ind the unusual need with the unusual
book, not only by supplying a reader ou the premises, but by making hooks
if he is not in Washington. When, thereavailable to the research worker
fore, it receives a call for abook in its possession which is not at-remade to
the applicant elsewhere. and it is a book required bx him for serious investigation, and it can at the Moment be spared from Washington, it Is lent, through
another institution.
The principles governing the operation of the interlibrary loans are described
_
in the following memorandum, which was put forth as a circular at the inception of the system:
Under the system of lute /wary loans the Library of Congress will lend
certain hooks to other libraries for the use of investigators engn'ged In serious
research. The loan will rest ou the theory of a special service to scholarship
which It Is at within the power or the duty of the local library to render. Its
purpose Is to aid research calculated ttS advance the boundaries of knowledge,
by the loan of unusual books not readily accessible elsewhere.
The material lent can not include, therefore, hooks that should he in a local
library, or that can be borrowed from a 'threw (ouch as a state library) baying a particular duty to the community from which the appliCation COMM; nor
books that are inexpensive and can easily be procured; nor hooks for the general reader, mere text-books, or popular manuals; nor books where the purpose
is ordinary student or thesis work, of for mere self-inatruction.
Nor can it include material whinitda in constant use at Washington, or whose
loan would be an inconvenience t Caterers, or to the executive departments
of the Government, or to reference readers In the Library of Oongress.
Genealogies and local histories are not available for loan,, nor are newapapere,
the lacer forming part of a consieutIve historical record which the Library of
.
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Congress, is expected to retain and preserve, and only for very serioug research
can the privilege be extended to include volumes of periodicals.

A library borrowing a book is understood to bold Itself responsible for the
safe-keeping and return of the book at the expiration of ten days from its receipt. An extension of the period of loan is
granted, upon request, whenever
feasible.

All expenses of carriage are to be met by the borrowing library.
Books will be forwarded by express (charges collect) whenever this
anoe is deemed necessary for their safety. Certain hooks, howev'er, can conveyby mall, but it will be necessary for the borrowing library to remit in be sent
advance
a sum sufficient to cover the wend charges. including registry tee.
The Library of Congress has no fund from which charges of carriage
can he
prepa id.

A service of the Library distinct from that involved in the actual loan of
books is that performed i)y answer to inquiry through correspondence.
character of the questions whip the Library neswers wort willingly is The
noted

below:

1. As to its possession of a particular book.
2. As to the existing bibliographies on a particular subject.

3. As to the most useful existing authorities on a particular subject

and
4 where they may be available.
4. As to the author of a book by a known title.
5. As to the date, price, and probable present cost of a specified hook.
6. For the source of a particular quotation, 'if ascertainable by ready
reference.
.

7. (If not requiring elaborate research) for other' particular facts
in history
or literature; in the organization or operations of the Federal Government.
8. (Where of moderate extent) for an extract from a book iu Its possession.
ems
DEPARTMENT OF STATE: BUREAU OF INDEXES AND ARCHIVES.

1. 1870. -

(Officer reporting : John R. Buck, chief of bureau.)

2. The diplomatic archives from 1789 to August, 1906, are contained
in about
3,000 volumes, and are arranged in the following series:
(1) Instructions. These include all letters fPom the department to diplomatic representatives of the United States abroad. The series cvnitnetices with
January 23, 1791, although earlier letters, to United States representatives
in
France, Morocco, Great Britain. Netherlands, and Spain, are oontai4ed
In
the
volumes of Foreign Letters in the Bureau of Bolls and Library.
(2) Lespatches.

(3) Notes from the department,.
(4) Notes to the department.
For details Be. Guide to the Archives of the Government of the
in Washington, by Van Tyne and Leland, second edition, publialiedUnited States
by the Carnegie Institution, 1907.
3. The volumes of diplomatic papers in the Bureau of Indexes and
Archives
are listed in an inventory book, In Which ne' volumes are entered when
This Inventory gives tip numbers on the manuscript volumes, showing bound.
which
volumes are duplicates of others; it also gives the dates of
beginning and
*ding of the veaiues, but in many cases, especially in dispatches,
these dates
are not early Riougb or late enough, as the case may be. The reationfor
this
discrepancy...in dates is usually tile fact that the letters written
minister or agent readied his post, and those written after leaving before the
included in the dates given. In some cases at the end of n volume ft, are not
are found
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letters written by a former diplomatic officer many years after the'termination
of his mission. Besides the list of volumes of Dispatches, Notes to the Department, Instructions, and Notes from the Department, this inventory contains lists
of volumes of Circulars, of Consular Instructions and Consular Dispatches, and
of volumes pertaining to Consular Clerks, Foieign Consuls in the United States.
and Special Agents.
By the help of This inventory volumes can usually be located readily. The
system of arrangement of books is comparatively simple, and in almost all
the books the manuscripts are bompl in chronological order, the most noteworthy
exception being that inclosures are bound after the letter in which they were
inclosed, though naturally preceding it in date. The records are, on the whole.
in excellent condition, though some of the older papers are considerably discolored, or are brittle and breaking at the edges, thus making the rending of
them difficult for the investignick The handwriting of many of the (earlier
hen the Ink has not faded. Some of the
papers is bard to decipher, ev
press coplem are at present almost illegible.
The arrangement In earlier years is in some ways perplexing, end sometimes

important documents are not to be found. It Is no unusual thing to find that
dispatches of certain numbers afe not in the archives, and this in spite of
the fact that sometimes as high h five copies of one paper were sent by as
many different ships. It Is interesting to note how many copies of the original
number were received, and to Compnre the dates of sending and of receipt..
About 1831 a definite system was adopted. The records since that thlie are

well arranged, and the system is easily understood: the records since 1831
are also more nearly complete, due to a great extent to improvements in
navigation, but due also

Duplicates no longer appear,

and on the other hand there are no dispatches missing, as is the case in theN
earlier volumes. Evidently about that time our ministers ceased to send dupli-

cate and triplicate dispatches, while the department made arrangements to get
copies of documents that for any reason went astray.
6. See answer lq corresponding question under Rolls and Library.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE: BUREV or ROLLS AND LIBRARY.
10flleer reporting : William McNeil*. chief of bUrra11.1

1. 1882.

2. The archives of the bureau consist of the Declaration of Independence,
laws, treaties, proclamations, executive orders and announcements, the proceedings of international commissions, documents relating to. the Constitution,
territorial pipers, and a large body of miscellaneous material. Within the last
few years several of the most valuable collections in the bureau have'been
removed.

3. The library, which is a branch of this bureau, is rich in historical and
biographical works, the law of nations, and travels, and Is Open to persons
interested during office hours. A detailed catalogue is found In the Guide to
the Archives of the (government of the United States in Washington, by Van
Tyne and Leland, second edition, published by the Carnegie Institution, 1007,
pages 33M.
6. The library Is open betweep the hours of 0 a. m. and 4 p. tn. It is for the
official use of the department. When not required for that purpose It may be
enjoyed by persons attached to the department an to the diplomatic corps
in Washington, but by no others without express permission from the Secretary, an Assistant Secretary, or the chief of the Bureau of Rolls and Library.
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The special rules governing Its use are as follows:
I. Persons to whom the privilege of consulting the manuscript archives of the
Department of State Is granted con exercise the permission only subject
to the convenience of the department and the uninterrupted transaction
of its business.
11. No manuscript shall, at any time, be token out of the department except
by order In writing of the Secretary or an Assistant Secretary.
III. No manuscript shall be taken out of the Bureau of Rolle and Library. into
any room of t. department, until it receipt in form and descriptive of
the paper or No Mule be signed by the official taking the same and deliv-

ered to the chief of the burban, or. In his absetwe,.to the person in

E
charge.
IV. No manuscript Rhall be letalned from Its place on the shelves of the Bureau

of Rolls and Library. after 4 p. in. of the day/it shall have been taken :
and no manuscript shall he taken front its pinee.ou the shelves by any
others than the clerks in charge. exeept by special arrangement in exceptional circuinstainvs.
V. The use of the indexes In the room in which the old archives are deposited'
Is not permitted except through the clerks In charge.
VI. The privilege of consaiting the manuscript art -hives does not include the
use of the library. The latter privilege most be Independently asked of
the chief of the !Wrenn of Rolls 111111 Library.

1

'TREASURY DEPART NIENT

Alf' II LAI,Titi A NO M

(Officer reporting

Sorgeou-t;eneral

iv.

%V.V1111111,
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N

ift osprey', sERv

Health and Marl)eloapital

I. The Bygienic Utborotory of the Pullin. Beillth and Marine-Hospital Service
was established In New York. at the Nlorine Hospital on Staten Island, August,
ISsri. It was transferret1 to NVashington. with quarters In the Butler Building.
.1u e 11, 1sill, and a new laboratory building. located In Woshingtem, was
at frized by act of Congress. March 3,
An extensive addition to lids
Ind
g was ataliorized by Congress in 1901.
.

2. Re nirell work of a laboratory character, with special reference to
problems offecting the public health. prioTr to the year 1h0st. have included
advanced studies in bacteriology. serum therapy, pathology. chemistry. !Insilco)
zoology, and pharmacology. 'rite direetion which the advanced studies have
taken is indicated from the fidlowIng list of publientions, which have appeared
as Hygienic Laboratory Bulletins since 11100. Those numbers to which an
asterisk la prefixed are out of 'print.
No. 1.--Preliminary note on the viability of lb. fineillua peatk. By M. J. Romenau.
No. '2. Formalln diainfeetion of baggage mithout apparatus.
By M. J. Itosenau.
No. :I.Sulphur dioxid as a germicidal agent. By
1). (ieddInga.
No. e. Viability of the liaelltua pearls. By M. J. Ituaenan.
Na. IV An invsttgretton of a pathogenic% microhe ill. typht surto/Fa Ditnyzi sallied
to the destruction of rats. By M. J. Etotenau.
No. 6. Disinfection against mosquitoes with formaldehyde and sulphur dioxid. By
M. J. Ethernet!.
No. 7.Laboratory technique: Ring test for ludo'.
N. 1i ;Drubbs and Edward
Francis; CohlodIu sacs, by S. B. arubba and Edward Francis:
Microphotography with
simple apparatus, by II. B. Parker.
By act of Congress approved July 1, 1902, the name of the "United States Marine
Hospital Service was changed to the Public Health and Marine-Hospital Service
of
the _United States." and three divisions were added to the HYllfienla Laboratory.
Since the change of name of the service the bulletins of the Hygienic Laboratory have
Dews continued In the same numerical order, as follows:
No 8.Lishoratorxr course in pathology andbacteriology. fly M. J. Romnau. (Revised MUMS Match. 19Q4.)
.

.

-
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No. 9.- Presence of tetanus in commerotal -gelatin. By John F. Anderson,
No. 10.-Report upon the prevalence and geographic distribution of bookworm disease
funcinariasis or aneliviostorniaals) in the United States. By Ch. Wardell Stile*.
No. 11.--An experimeutal investigation of Trypanoltoma
By Edward Franc11)..
!Co. 12.--The bacteriological impurities of vaccine virus; an experimental study. By

M. J. Romenau.

No. 13.-A statistical study of the intestinal parasites c 3(N white male patients at
the United States Government Hospital for the Insane; by Ph( ) K Garrison. Brayton 11.
Ransom. and Earle C. Stevenson. A parasitic roundworm l.4 monterints culicia 11. g..
n sp. t In American mosquitoes (Ciller soilteltans I ; by Ch.
rdell Stiles. The type
species of the ceetode genus Hymenolrpi#: by Ch Wardell Stiles.
No. 14.--Spotted fever (tick fever) of the Rocky Mountains; a
w disease. By John
F. Anderson.

Ily Allan J.
No. 16.-The ehtiseptic and germicidal properties of glycerin. By M. J. Rosenau.
No. 17.--Illustrated key to the trematode parasites of man. By Ch. Wardell ,Stiles.
No. 18.-An account of the tapeworms of the geniis llymenolepla parasitic In man.
Including ',porta of several new cases of the dwarf tapeworm
nuns. in the ''nited
States. By Brayton II. Ransom,
No. 19.-- A mer.rmi for inoculating animals with precise amounts. By M. J. Rosennu.
No. 20.-A zoological investigatien into the cause, transmission, and source of Rocky
Mountain "spotted fever
By Ch. Wardell Stiles.
No. 21.--The immunity unit for standardizing diphtheria antitoxin (based on Ehrlich's normal serum). ()Motel standard prepared under the act approved July 1, 1902.
Ity M. J. Rommel'.
No 22.-Chloride of zinc as a deodorant. antiseptic, and germicide. By T. B.
McClintle.
.No 23.- Changes In the Phermacolsela of the United States of America. Eighth
h. cnnial Revision. By held Hunt and Murray Galt dotter.
No. 24.-The International Code of Zoological Nomenclature as applied to medicine.
By Ch. Wardell Stiles.
No. in.-Illustrated key to the ceatode purnsites of man. By Ch. Wardell Stiles.
No. 26. -On the stability of the (Aldose.' and their conduct toward various reagents.
The conduct of phenolphthalein in the ?infirm] organism. A test for saccharin, and a
simple method of diatinguielling between cumarin and van ill cc The toxicity of ozone
and other oxidizing agents to lipase. 'lice Ingirmice of chemical constitution on the
lipolvtle hydrolysis of etheral suite. By J. II. Kastle.
No. 27.-The limitations of formaldehyde goo as a disinfectant with special reference
to car sanitation. By Thomas B. Mcrlintic.
No. 28.--A statistical study of the prevalence of intestinal worms in man. fry Ch.
Wardell Stiles and Philip E. Garrison.
No. 29.- A study of the cause of sudden death following the injection of horse serum.
ply M. .1. Itortennit and John F'. Anderson.
No. 30 I. Maternal transmission of immunity to diphtheria toxins. II Maternal
transmission of immunity to diphtheria toxin() and hyperettsceptIbility to horse serum In
the game enimal. By John F. Anderson.
Ne. :11.--Veriations in the peroxidose activity of ie blood In health and disease. By
Joseph II. Kastle and Harold I,. Amos*.
No. 32.-A stomach lesion In guinea plea caused by diphtheria toxine and its bearing
Roseuati and John F. Anderson.
upon experimental gastric ulcer. By M.
No. 3:4-- Studies 1n experimental alcoholism. By Reid Hunt.
No. 34.- i. ..tgarnafilaria georafann n. sp.. tin apparently new roundworm parasite from
the ankle of a negreaa. II. The zoological characters of the roundworm genus Pl/arin
Mueller. 17s7. ill. 'three new American cases of infection of man with horsehair worms
(species Paragorellua variusl, with summary of all cases reported to date. By Ch.
No. 1:S.-Inefficiency of ferrous sulphate as an antiseptic and ger...icide.

McLaughlin.

Wardell Stilea.

No. ;M.-Report on the otlgln and prevalence of typil.1(1 fever in the District of

Columbia. By M. J. Roselle». L. L. Lumsden. and Joseph II. Kastle. (Including articles
contributed by Ch. Wardell Stiles. Joseph Goldberger, and A. U. Stinson.)
No. 36.--Further- studies upon hypersuseeptibility and immunity. By Ni. J. Ito/tenet'
end John F. Anderson.
No. 37.--Index-catalogue of medical and veterinary zoology. Subjects: Trematoda
and trematode diseases. By Ch. Wardell Stiles and Albert Hassell.
No. 8f1.--The influence of antitoxin upon postdlphtheritie paralysis. By M. J. Rosenau
and John F. Anderson.
No. 344.-The antiseptic and germicidal propertiep of solutions of formaldehyde and
their action upon toxinee. IV John F. Anderson.
No. 40.---Miecelleneorm ecological papers. By Ch. Wardell Stiles and Joseph Goldberger.
Nn. 41. -Milk and Its relation to the public health. By vallouti authors.
No. 42.- The thermal death points of pathogenic micro-orgnnimme in milk. By M. J.

.

Bowman.

.

No. 48.-The standardization of tetanus antitoxin.

undp authority of the act of July 1. 11102.

3. (a) The Public Health and

An American unit established

fly M. J. Roseaau and John F. Anderson.

Marine- Hospital

Bureau and Its Hygienic

Laboratory have small reference libraries of about 3,000 volurhes each.

(b) The laboratory is well equipped to carry on experimental work in
bacteriology, pathology, chemistry, pharmacology, biology, zoology, and other
problems pertaining to the public health.

(c) A course of practical instruction In bacteriology, epttlemiolou, serum
therapy, disinfection, quarantine, vital stattatica, sanitary analysis, ete., is given
to student ofticers of the service and to health officers.

$2-
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Id) The laboratory force in spend extra hours in research work, and have
occasionally been promoted "nom clerical or routine work into advanced
problems.

(c) Student assistants are sometimes appointed, who devote their whole
time during official hours to the work of the laboratory, but polar collegiate
studies at one of the local institutions before 9 o'clock or after half past 4.
(1) The facilities of the Hygienic Laboratory for other persons than thoie
actually engaged In the work are limited, and have been accorded only to
health officials upon the request of state and municipal health authorities.
4. During the year 190S four officers of the service were given the prescribed
course outlined above. One health officer was afforded the facilities of the
laboratory for special study in typhoid fever.
5. The advantages of the - hygienic Laboratory to health officers are limited
by the present congested conditions of the small building. The addition now
under construction will relieve the congestion. but will he extensive enotigh to
entertain only a few extra workers.
6. Student officers and others to whom the facilities of the Hygienic Laboratory are offered must comply with the regulations of the Public Health and
Marine-Hospital Service, Health officials only are admitted. and these
the request of state and municipal health authorities. At present the facilities
of the laboratory do not permit more than live or six students at tItte time.
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE : LIBRARY.

The library of the Department of Justice is made up Wetly of law treatises,
law reports, statutes, and government publimions, and contains but few books,
of a literary or scientific character. It is a working library for the use of the'
Department of Justice, and affords no facilities to students for advanced study
and research. There is in the library no class of books not found in the
Library of Congress.
WAR DEPARTMENT: LIBRARY OF THE. SURGEON-GENERAL'S tfericE.
4

(Olteer reporting: Walter D. McCaw. Major. Medical Corpm, l'nited States Army.i

1. The Army Medical Museum and Library of the Surgeon-tlenerai'm Office

was established In its present status lit

1857,

at which time this idicting,

erected for its receptIoli, was first occupied. Prior to that tints the library
and museum were established in Ford's old theater, Tenth street?
2. The library, which is exclusively medical, but which deals with all
branches of medicine and surgery and the allied sciences, profidep a readingroom for the general public, with the usual facilities for supplyingpractically
all medical books and Journals which can be anywhere obtained. Under the
system of Indexing, both of authors and of Aubjects, material can be very
quickly supplied.

No provision )s node for teaching or training, with the Ixception that the
library is largely used, by the class of candidates for the Medical Corps, United
States Army, for whom a school is conducted in the same building. When there
is room, a limited number of officers of state militia are admitted to the school

as *dents. The library is constantly used by local physicians and students.
AssistatVe Is given to all in their researches as far as can be done by the
library force.

4
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fetters are being roasionily reVelVeli folt physirianti and health oakn.,
from all parts of the l'ultelStates requestlog Information. IvIdell Is given
whosver practicable, or all facilities are afforded to agents who desire to wake
more extensive researches ou elle spot.
'took:: are lent to libraries, scienlitiOnslies and institntions all over the
United States. The Library of the Surgeowlienerars Office is regarded as Vie
hirgeSi 01111 wort e.1111.1eie collection of the kind in the world, and Is so recog-

nizd in this ....Ivry and in Europe.
The facilities for the fiscal year nuts do not differ front those whiet have
1.11.11 afforded during prelim's years..

.

It is impossible te. even approximate the number of visitors making 'no.
'of the library'. The rending room is generally full of local physicians and

students. and Atealy always thew are two or three front .oher parts of the
malisioriady even front Europe. who nit making special research. For
these, tables in the library- hall are furnished and the books kept together for
them until their %vorl, is 1.11,11pietod!
speint reseal th Nvoril dome may he
idly of the innitimerald lines indicated by the character or the library: not

investralions of medical or surgical interest. but those im-taining to

-toddle health, medical Juri;ertidence, criminology. medical botany. zoology. etc.,
are pursued here.
Nt) additional facilities will be offered for ills fiscal year liMIt.
The .in:e of the facilities of the library is not limited to any particular
type elf inquirer. The iisitors includwall classes, from metrical students al the

1Vashington cnlle'ee

Ice

scientists of national lntmvii. who wish to use the

There are no slndent ;ISSIShailSilipS fir analogous positions. and, In
fact. no funds are ;inutile fur No employ wont It'f :my assistants outside of,
the regular force, which is fronlithe classified civil sort ice.
library-.

%VAR

DEPAR*1-SIEN'Is: NIUSEUNI

il)fllecr.n.p.,rilng:

I'. I'.

(11'

,11{1i}:1)N-4;LNERACS ()FrIcE.
NI..111,seltrp,

Strth, .1rruy.I

1. The .linty Medical Museum and Library Of the SurgeowiIeneritils ounce
was establishedin its pres status in isoq. al wlticlrtiute this building, erected
for its reception. was Brest occupied. Prior to that time the library :Intl' museum
were established in Vorles old thentor, Tenth street.
2.

Tile UW1402111 ins 144'11 (Well 10 the general public from snot after I 1.1e time

of its organIzatiott in 1,42. In addition. .ilysicians. and within certaIN,Iimits.
rtmlettis. have access to the musetifn specinieus. workreooms, and itilanititories

for th, carrying opt of special researches. Sileimens ary also loaned for

exhibition lit various expositions and congresses. No pr.% tsion is made for
teaching or training except in connection . with the .1rmy Jledical School. \which
is local, I hi the Slime building.

:i. The museum consists of our large hall and a smaller room, in which are
aminged the gross specimens of anatomy, inithohnry, embryology. casts, instruments, apparatus. transportation appliances, N-ray pholographs, medals,
Wealwals of \Voir. and miKetIhineons article's. 'filer` are ails) pathologiettl,
anatontleal. and htteteriological labloratories, and N-ray and photograph rooms.
npecimens, latoollatories.'ete., are used its flu as desired by the Army Medical
School, and by civil physicians and oveasiotailly students whp desire to pursue
some special Inquiry, so far as such inquiry does not interfere with the current
work of the office.

87488--09-8
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4. So far as Concerns the museum hails there are umn3 visltprs; it is Impossible to state the number. No record has been kepi of those who b",. atilied
themselyes of the facilities ofTered by the grass

Sp PInIMIS and the Won-abodes.

5. It Is not contemplated to enlarge the scope of the futilities offered.
II. Encouragement is not gi

to

undergraduates to pursue special inquiries,

as the colleges seem the proper pace to furnish such facilities. The entire
museum and library building is so fully occupied that there Is no spare room,
and the laboratory ammatiosiatiou s are restlelvd. .1.1a1*. air no student
assistantships or analogous positions.

DEPART:1IENT:

c1111:1' I IF

11.1%

loftier reporting:

itotnimi emeoei. l;eneral
f
informajlont Division, in
ellorve \\ nr lops rt tn. it Lihrlr

Nliliiarl

1. The supervision of lite WIIE Deo:Imam LiJrary ti a, Ira te.ferred to the

°Bic; of the'Citief of `huff .%pri.1 to: 11514:

The War Department Library was established in
eighteenth century (..tin. State papers. ipis., I
1SM. p. 13571.

:

t

.%1111.1is

1.1.41

.1, me ,,r
com.:ress. 1799

2. much research has been done by consulting students during the past fifteen

years In historical and military soldets.
The following valuable 'reference works are entity nrovAsiklo:
Archlves tall In 'whit : American State Papers: Journals of the
Congress; all the original journals of the Senate 111111 the ilonse .,f it,i5rospiliativpa; the sheep-bound so of congressional documents mill reports froto the
Fifteenth Congress to dale: Annals of Congress; Register of Debates; Cole
gressionaj

Congressional Record : exctit ice journals ut t he Senate : Siatutes at I.orge: Revised Statutes: official and unofficial photographs of the leivii
war Included in Subject Catalogue No. 5: valuable albums of the Spanish-.%mer.
lean War prepared by the War Department. the only One!. III exnaelltp
of four Khali.) sets: at very %:(iltiallie collection (If newspaper clippings on the
Spanish-American war In twenty large folio volumes. the only sot in oxtstolicrf
official gazettes of Madrid. Nlatilla, Ilabona. and Porto Itleo in almosI complete
series for the last th Irty years of the 111.1014,m l. ceicurv:.
'Twenty catalogues and finding lists ha ye 'arm issue.' by the library, Inehuling
bibliographies on Texas, Nlextro, and the Mexican wit:: state participation ill
the civil war, Chickamauga. and Chattanooga ; military hlographies and public
documents of the firs) fourteen emigres:4es. See also page 105 of Gulde to
Archives of the i:overnment of the United States In Antshington, published by
the Carnegie InstItutIon of Washington, second edition, 11)(17.
4. Two thousand army officers. bureau chiefs, clerks, ;1:1(1 a few historical
students outside, official circles Interested lu military history, tuilititry welenot,
or general history.
5. See remarks tinder 2.
It. The reference fett,t fyilitles are not limited to any class. 1.111 prefuu
given
to consulting
front the army and the deivartment.
Nolmore than fifteest students can be conveniently accommodated at any one
time.
WAR DEPARTMENT: BUREAU Ot, *NSULAR (WFAIRS.

The bureau has collected quite an extensive Ilbrney of pubdeations on the
Insular uossesslonse but it would be Impossible to girt students and others the
opportunity to use It Ter research and study, oWIng to the limited once space
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which the htirenti-4uts. The library was inaugurated for the administtive
purposes of the bureau. and there is no room in the slum() assIkned to the bureau
%there it would be practieahle h) Is-Twit persons not connected with the bureau
hi *se the books.

NAVY DEPARTMENT: urnaocamme ovrut.
tOdicor reporting : t'!aties t'. itogn(:. commander, United States Nnvy, hydrographer.)
I. IS:416. Print In IMO; the Ilydrographic Office was prIwtically connected with'
le United ,States Na))ti Observatory. In Is4:1 Lieutenant Gliliss planned an
bservittnry apil I hgot of Charts. In Is-12. by act of Congress. the Navy I 'el/HMlit %vns rvorganizill. and under it the Secretary of the Navy placed the Depot
of Charts aid Instruments in the Itnmt II of Irdlialwe 11 nil llydrngraphy. In
I

is14

ntoy took charge as Stiperititonttd of tlnf Depot and Oh-

scr)atory referred to in documents of that period as the Naval Observatory
:AA ilydroolipbic (111ice. but it NV:IS Mil until June '21, 1s4141, that the Hydrogiitphic Mice, as lions untlersiontl, %:as established.,

A few apprenDtes are under ins:ruction in this ()thee in engraving, plate
printing. and than rims(
wigmed on the current work.
(1. .18111lission Apr the use of facilitivs .,..)mitt in
limited to students of oil:raving and drafting. I 'titter present email' tills mo students (.011141 he accommodated.
Facilities omit' be ,111.1Vil only by jolv Ming more 1)0111 spare and
additional force in the 1)1vision of 'hart Constritetion.
would rempre an
appropriation for renting additional rooms and for ipaying tat( salaries of
additional 11,1'1"Ys. .The work ..1" the
that
()hart empstroetiom :tad
the space anti force available art. hardly stIllicient for the current .tietnands.
NAVY. Dig.n.wrm ENT : .t N FEED ST.VITS N
(Onleer reporting : AV, J. Barnette, taittInn
I ms..i.vnt"ry.1

V.11.

I ill.SERATI

Navy. Sopt.rintendent Naval

1. 1At13. Founded in 1S-12: began work in 1`,1:7: removed to present site RI
1...93.

Donned information may be found in animal reports of the Superin-

tendent mill the publications of the Nam' Observatory,

2. Library offers flwilities for .advanced students. The 12-inch equatorial
telescope Is used one night per week for the instruction of schools interestod In
astronomy and a 1st for the )meta I piddle.
4. The appraN Intale number of persons visiting the 12-117rit telescope daring
the fiscal year 1908 up to
27), 1941,,, was 1.420. Not isissible to give the
number (rf visitors to the library.
Only mhaneed students in the sciettees represented In the library, viz,
theoret Will and Kin-Oval astronomy ()nil theoretical and applied mathematics,
would be benefited by the use of the library.
fie instruction rendered to schools and others hy,the' use of the 12-inch
telescope Is of a general notore.
Admission to the telescope is by card.

NAVY DEPARTMENT: UNITED STATES NAVAL MEDICAL SCRCK)L.
'

(Officer reporting: John C. Mole, medical director, United States Navy.)

1: The United States Naval Medical School-was organized under the department's order of May 27, 1802 The first session of the' school was in the fall
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of that year. place 11102 the sessions bore continued each year. During the
years 1891. 18115, and 1890 there was a seisml with similar oldet at the United
States Naval 1.11soratory, Brooklyn, N.
As a result of an insullllent number
of medical oulleers,, and later on by reason of the Spanish-American war. this
sehooi. was discontinued.
2.. The course is mainly to qintlify officers of Br Medical Corps of the navy
for work In the Tropics. Consequently special attention kt directea to bacteriological work III connection with tropical disc:mei-7mM to medicat zoology. Naval
hygiene, military surgery, and Instruction. in natal tactics and duties of naval.
ottivers, Including na.vol.law, are other' necessary subjects.
01) -rbospitu-ary contains about 1.3.0511 volumes. The books Ure chiefly

of lieriods covering latter Ita.f of the nineteenth celitnry.. There is a small

library of recent naylical works along labotaittry
(b) Then, is desk room In the bacteriological laboratory fur 28 students, and
for a similar number In the chemical laboratory.
(c) The instructors are members of the I(edieal Corps or the navy, who by
reason of familiarity with service 11111.11.11101!s :ire able to judge of the most
advantageous lines upon hitch ttl .colltillet 1 he courses.

(d) These are recruited from the Hospital Corps of the navy, and their
work is along the lines of routine laboratory work.
(e) There IS 110 prOViSil111 for appointment of student assistants.

4. There were 35 Junior mends-1-s of Ili.- Iitylical corps in the ,lass for those
Just eutering'the nasal t1101-%
froilli iletober I. 1907,
to 5Iareh 31, 1908. The course for those of advanced rank counnemlell April
1:108, nail will coutinuc taut' June
:411'he course as pursued during Bios wit, he coot in tied..
at present constillitted only medical ...Ulcers of the navy tire given
instruction at -this school.
$

NAVY ineP.OrrlIENT: LIBRARY ANI> NAVAL. WAIt REconns.
report tog: Charles W. Stewart. superintendent ahrilrytind uns,nl war reeoribii

1. (Act of June 7, 1884.) Aids office contains a %ebullitions amount of manuscript matter, as set forth In Gulde to I:m.141111mm .trchises, published by the
('arnegie. Institution, NVatshingtom, II. ('.

This Is a dual office, with two fie-lions; 1 I) TInit of colleming and pub.
IlshIng the Official Records of the l'am and Confederate Stoics in the War of
the Rebellion; 1'2) the library of the Nsiy Department. The !Mice is tilso it
general Information bureau for naval data, and huts charge of all the lai respondence regarding volunteer naval officers In the civil war. A considerable
a Wnant of Inallarild dots regarding I he personnel of Op! Continental Nav),
transferred to the Navy Impartment in accord:111. with law, has been deposited
In this office, and further transfers of this class of nuttier relating. to the navy
prior to the civil war will be deposited.'
2. T Official ...cords of the office of the Sty-net try of the Navy may be ex
unlined tinder the stils.rvislon of this office (see question I), by authorization
of the Secretary of the Nnvy._,--

.

3. Same 119 heretofore, except that oeettslonal additions of naval manuscript

data are made from time to time.
(a) Library facilities are extended to persons authorized by the Secretary
of the Navy.
(b) None.
(o) No supervision, but aid is extended In making searches.

(d) Excellent opportunity afforded to employees to study naval history.
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(e) No provision for student assistants.
(f) Catalognem of the Tost ittiportaint eival records are at hand, and foal-

Illt:ir
bisloricaL students has been twoDr. Charles Oscar
l'h. D.. of the
rffiversIty, author of n history of the (.'outi-

Iles are (.X1014141
I. The 1111111ber

nellfaI Navy: :\ir. Robert AV. \vests:. Fellow of Yale College. author of Statist!.
col :old Citron" 11,gical II Istory of lim United States Navy. 1775-1907.
81
This' department and Its ollivers make constant use of. the, records of this
The volume ".Tulin Paul Jones Commemoration" was complieel in this office
Nod puhlIslo0 during the year 'N.M.'. the dIreetion of the joint committee on
printing.
7.. No chnitge
.1.11,

vontemplaled in existing nrraiti,tentents

use f lite office and the records of the

',I.porttovuit's ollirvrs.
make naval researches.

°Mee.
is

the

iwrsons

head of the department to
This oilier develops along narrowing. naval lines. and

fnnrtion is to supply maul information.
The number that can be aveoninindalesi is limited. and there are no assistantships.
7. This 1/11i01.
part of
tali'' of the Sevretary of the Navy. ninl under
Lis eontrol. It is not a
.1. :my 1,11EV:111, :1111i Its 11(11(1
/I civilian.
gradual,. of alt 17111141 sloes Nat al .91(letny, familiar with naval rewords and

history.

nriAirrmr.NT or TUE INElt1401t: CENERM, LAND OFFICE.

I'lle l'ominissione it
111:11 there are no facilities for the supervislmi and
direetion of students, and no special opportanities for training. "except such
as ((e afforded by ihe hover grades of wort; performed under the direction and
supetision of sue lion anti division chiefs: and renewers."

DEvAitormENT lir 'Eta: INTEnnin .. pATENT iivricE.
(rosioied ,
.

i Jule, 1'4:16. 'Flits Wire was estalanslied In /F90, and the first patent granted
bore date of July 31 of that year. 'I' e. reorganization of to-day was effected
In 15:16, as above.. Indicated.

2. The elder facilities offered

:11

'

'

(1) The' Scientific 1.11mary, conlaii ng about S4,000 volumes.
(2) The ehissified Vrittisl States pmt is In the' proilmintery search room, open

to the use of the piddle.
GO The Card Index to Chemical Literature:in

e (.1assitiortion division.

3. (ii The Scientille Library is particularly complete in its collection of
selentifle periodleals and Its technical works. 11 is open to the public, and
contains a card catalogue of current teeltieleal literature.
LClosely allied to this'is the Card index to Chemical Literature In course of
preparation In the classtlication 'nekton, now emnprislipt over 400.000 cards.
There hate aienily been granted shout 9151.01S1 United Stales patent a, whleh
are ar,ronged In classes awl SI1111111Mes for convenience of search, and placed In

the preliminary search ruin() for the use of lite public. The office uses a
prided "Classification of Subjects of Invention," from which students engand
In any particular ltue of physical or chemical research or study can readily
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ascertain which of the various classes and subclasses of patents it might be
worth their while to consult. These patents will frequently give clues to the
latest results and attainnatts in chemistry and physics. pure and applied, which
do not otherwise find theivay into print until a much later period.
,(b) The Patent Office has no laboratory facilities to offer students.

(c) There are no students in the sense this clausiseems to imply. and the
assistant examiners are. supervised by the principal examiners lu charge of
the different groups of arts anti sciences arranged in classes and subclasses in
the several divisions of the office, of which there are at present 41.
(d) Special :opportunities are offered to the corps of 1'a tent office examiners
for study and training in general in patent law, and in particular along the lines

of the particular science or art covered by the classes assigned to thew for
search' purposes.

(e) No provision is made for the appointment of student assistants.
If) The Held of research is about covered by the above.
4. The library is regularly US'tI by certain members of the special corps of
abstractors of the Afueriom Chemical Sociely engaged in preparing the publication entitled Chemical Abstracts." parttnlarly those engaged in abstractinriforeigu chemical patents.
Mr. Otis D. Swett, registrar of the George Washington University, is one of
these abstrnctors working regularly iu the library on foreign chemical patentS.
Some use has heretofore Men made by student s. of the Card'Index to Chemical Literature, but not to nearly as great an extent as ouild be. Any students
engaged in chemical or physical research work and desiring to investigate the
literature of the subject or compile a bibliography, would be greatly helped by
a free use of the same.
5. See answer to question 3.
S. There has been no.limitntion placed upon the use of the library, the card
index, or the classified patents.

DEPARTMENT (IF THE INTERIOR BUREAD tiF EDUCATION.
tOaleer reporting : LovIck Pierce, c10.4 clerk.

1. June 30, 1869.

,

Statistics of education were first collected by the Federal Government for
the census bf 1840, and each of the census reports since that date has Included
summarized statistics on that subject. These datn, however, were published
only at intervals of ten years and in condensed form; consequently there-was
felt, especially by educators, the need of some central agency by which informstiotrespeeting education throughout the world couhl be collected annually and
be preserved, consolidated, and properly arranged for dissemination. Pursuant
to a memorial of the National Educational Association, Congress established
by an act approved March 2, 1987, a department of education " for the purpose
of collecting such statistics and facts as shall show the condition and progress
of education in .the' several States and Territories and of diffusing such Information respecting the organization and management of school systems and
methods of teaching as shall aid the people tif the United State') In the establishment And maintenance of efficient school systems and otherwise 'promote
the causeM education."
By the act of July 28, 1808, which took effect June 80, 1869, the Dttpertment
of Education was abolished and an office or Bureau of Education in the Departmeat of the Interior was established, with the same objeeta and duties as wed

ilipeCillap in the .10 of March, 1867.
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2. Immediately after the establishment of the bureau it began the collection
.f statistics, reports, catalogues, and other documents from the educational
systems and Institutions In the several States in this country and In foreign
countries, and has thus brought together, during the forty-one years of its existence, a large body of domestic and foreign educational reports, reference
books, periodicals, journals, and other documents relating to the various phases
of education. Ti4e library is indispensable to the working force of the bureau,

and is rich friMateria! I'or the student of the history and science of education.
It has -been the policy of the bureau from its establishment to the present
time to pliee its library at the service of students engaged hi research, and to
(tarnish them all the assistance that could be given in the Inadequate building
which it occuldes.
In addition to the library collections on effort was rundein the earlier years
of the bureau's history to gather material for a museum that should be an
object lesson of .eduational development and advancement. This collection
comprised designs fur echfedbouses, desks, and school furniture: mechanical
devices for instruction in industrial arts: modele of objects in wood, day, and
metal, showing the advancement of pupils from rude beginnings to something of
.artistle
photographs of school mud college buildings and grounds, and
of goal is of pupils of all grades: portraits and busts of educators and bentsactors of education: together with a series of models illustrating the development of farming implements from the earliest time In our own and other MI.
I horns. As increased otlice space was required for the office staff and for
the
rapidly growing library it became necessary to crowd the museum collections
into gradually diminishing sluice until in I906---7 all that was valuable wee
packed in boxes to await the time when room for its useful and proper display
should be provided..
3. In the early years of the bureau's history it was the recipient of many contributions of valuable works of general literature, the most notable of these
being the gift of the epliectIon of 5.000 volumes selected for a popular library

ess

by the American Library' Association and exhibited at the Aorld's Fair in
Chicago in ISM. These acquisitions and the natural growth of the library
gradually teercrowded the sore available and rendered a change of policy
Imperative. During the fiscal year 11108 all books not pertaining directly to the
work of the bureau and not absolutely necessary for reference use by the office

force and by other students of education were placed in other bureaus and

libraries of the Government when they more appropriately belonged. This work
has been practically accompliehed. The collections reserved In the library of the
bureatemmtber 146,400 volumes and pamphlete and consist of works on edueaI Ion and closely related subjects. These are in process of being arranged for the
more convenient use of students of educution: In its speelal field it is probably
the largest single collection In America, and Its assemblage of Atuerican educational verbatim IR. state and city school reports. taint college and school catalogues

is perhaps the largest In existence. A list of educational periodicals currently
received In the library Is imblislusi in the annual report of the commissioner.
The periodienis themselves are indexed.
A union catalogue of educational literature, available in the library of the
bureau, the Library of Congress. and important pedagogical collectipns in other, j
cities, is In course of preparation.
4. No record has beset kept of the number of persons who have availed them-1
selves of the facilities offered by the bureau In past years. Many students of
education have visited the library and mnde nee of the material Sled therein
for reference. In former years Prof. Herbert B. Adams. late of Johns Hopkins
Unlverstiy; Dr. J. L. M. Curry, agent of the Peabody and Slater Funds; Dr. A.
-s
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D. Mayo, in hls "Ministry of Education

the Floilth'," and other well-known
educators find students were frequent visitors and made free use of the'collec-Honk
These are outlined in answers to Nos. 3 and 4.
(1. The conditions of admission to the user of the facilities afforded are not
stringent or exclusive. Earnest students are always welcome: the Mo.:try stirff
will cheerfully render them itil needed astillstanee. and piam at their disposal
reference hot 4;8. desks, and stationery. Even In the iindlod gunners it c
opted by the bureau desk room can be given to as many as six or eight stul
at a time. By special agreement books tiny be borrowed for a 1,1101(.0 time and
used outside of the office.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR:

S. (A.:,

suRvEy.

(Officer reporting : George Otis Smith, director. I

I. March 3. 1S7Q, A sketch pf the United States Geoingieal $nrvey, giving
nn account of its origin mud dee elopment, m.gintivit bat and ()iterations. is contained In the Survey Bulletin 227.
2. The surrey has probably the largest gologlml library In America which is
nraibible fen' general use. The geological and other sis.ciniens collected by
members pf the survey are delsadted In the Nationnl Mtlsennr where they are
open for examination.
3..There were In the library In 1904 about Woo bound volumes, 80,00) pamphlets. anti 30.010 neaps, besides many books tintt form parts of sets of periodicals and of proceedings of societies. tlillge11111S. ivad congresses Milt NI VC not
been entered In the accession' book. A nutter large percentage of hooks re-

eelved are unbound. and during the last few years the binding has Dot kept
pace wIth't he increase. Au effort has lush nunTiT)to remedy this.
'Under the law the-library at 1330 F street, second titer, Is oro to the public

from 9 until 2 o'clock. During these hours it is in constant use by outside sitiN.\
dents, as well its by members of the survey. The 'letter are permitted, in milliBon, to draw from the library any hooks, except em'yclopollas and dictionaries. .
that are needed by them In their investigations.
4. No record is made of the number of persons availing themselves of the
library.
No students have availed
emselves of the facilities for tatTnneed study and
research in the office of the 1:eological Survey in the lust sixteen years. The
chief reason for this ins doubtless been the crowded condition of the office of
the surrey, and the consequent Mobility of the survey to furnish the. necessary
facilities for such students. It is impossible to estinutte the nnmher of students
who would take advantage of the library, laboratories, and collections of the
t, survey If facilities were available. but it is probable that a considerable number
of advanced students would come to Wnethington for study if it were generally
known that the necessary facilities could be offered to them.

DEPARTMENT OF THE I NTIF.RIOR : RF.CLAMATION . SERVICE.

(Officer reporting: F. II. Newell.)

I. The Reclamation

Service was established in July, 1902.

Prior to that time

the work In which it was engaged was conducted by the Geological Survey, of
which the Reclamation Service may be said to have been an offshoot
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2. No facilities are offered for advanced study or research. The work of tht;,;t
Reclamation Service is largely survey, examination, and construntion tat large

works for the irrigation, of anti lands. and up to the present time there has
not been :my opportimityl'or investigations. yxcepting such matters ns 111051
tt.1111etel1 with eentent or building materials. Ali of these details are. however,
handled by the technologie branch of the Geological survey.
3. No simeial facilities are offcrt I lloriug the year lists. 'There:ire no libraries
nor laboratory facilities. and the only opportunipes for study and training are
hose in romitaction AVIIII the development of the younger assistants In the held.
4. No raersons availed themselves of the facilities doringthe avail year ]90.S
either than the younger assistants indicated above.
5. No stmial facilites are offered for the tiseal year limit.

a

1. No reI:11111t1r1I1S In, Ve been considered l'011ee1111111: tin (.1)1111111(itis of admission

to the Ilse of any facilities pliplyell by the Reclamation Service.

IIF.PARTNI EST OF Tilt: I "*TER holt : GoVEIN SI EMT HOSVITAL Felt TIIE INSANE.
I It.portIng

:

A. Whit,. Stip..nnteRtlont.

1. The ratio-tingle/11 Inhoratory was instituted in

1S.s4.
The psychological
laitorahary was instituted in 1917.
2. 3. As indiented above, the Ilovernment Hospital for the Insane maintains
two laboratories. one lmsIsling of a itathologleal department, In which are
included pathi)logy, clinical pathology. histopathology, and bacteriology and
chemistry-. and the other being a psychological laboratory. 'Iliese laboratories
exist solely fur the study of probleins associated with insanity. Spenimens from

the pathologieo I laboratory of the hospital have been utilized before the medical
students of the I kairgettawn
Sulami beta:Ten the years ISS5
and 1905 In instruction outside the hospital. and since the latter date mentioned
these students, with hose of the George Washington University
School,
have been admitted to the laboratory at regular periolis for the purpose a(f witnessing demonstrations and receiving instruction. III the psychological laboratory facilities have been pincers lit the
of advalpred students In Geor
Wasl,ington University. It should be understood that those who are desin s
o4st tidy log the abnormal mental life may be afforded opportunity to enter use
Inbaratortes after their applications have been passed upon by the superink Went
of the hospital. Ent'It laboratory- Is under the charge of an officer of the hospital,
both of whom an' engaged constantly In research work in their special -fields-

1 it the case of the pathological inboratory the annual reports of the hospital.
with some supplementary ones issued speially for the vireos', will indicate
wane of the work dame in that deimrtnient. See also the report of the hospital.
ir 1907. page 24, 'outlining the creatitth of theysyeholoOcal Inhoratayy. The
ellitles of these Inisn'alorlem tire extended to those pursuing ()Montan rnvestegati

Iloilo, to students doing graduate work. anti to others whose ntiplicatious way
be approved by the superintendent of the hospital.
4. Dr. nonillion Wright, of Washington. D. C., whose work was along neurological limes. Doctor Wright has heen in charge of a laboratory lusinditt.
Dr. Albert% (hilly:and, also of Washington,,whose work his been of at general
astute In the psychological Inborntory. Doctor Gnibord ens eonneeted with the
State Hospital for the Insane, Weetboroklass., Its assistant physician for sev-

eral years.

4
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTUSE: 'WEATHER BUREAU.

(Officer reporting Willis 1.. Moore, Met)

1. February 9410.
Several brnnch
f the Federal Government were engaged in meteorological
work before the organization of the Weatiair Bureau, chief of which were the
United States Lake Survey on behalf of the War Department, Commander
Maury on uehalf of the Navy Department, and Surgeon-Genenil Lawson and
Iothgrs on behalf of the Medical lawrtment of the Army.

2. Soule yeirs prior to 190S advanced study In meteorology was prosecuted by

a small utguber of students of the George Washington ) niversity. Lectures
were delivered to the class by the higher officials of the bureau; In recent

years, however, such lectures have been abandoned.

3, The Weather Bureau offers the use of its library to -students pursuing
courttes in atmospheric physics or other related subjects. It also offers opportunities for studying the' methods of preparing synoptic charts and their use in
weather forecasting. Laboratory facilities and the_stipervislot of
students can
not be provided. The library of the \Wattle,. Bureau is a highly specialized
one and is the most complete of its kind in this country4. The studies which have been made In the Weathequreau in the past have
been confined jo special students of meteorology and representatires of foreign
meteorological Services. A representative of the German Meteiwological Set vlee, Dr. P. Polls, of Aachen, Germany, made a systematic examination of the
Means and methods employed In this country in conducting Its weather service.
His conellutions will by found in 1$'r IVetterdienst and die Meteorologic In den
VereLnigten Staateu Amerika um! In Canada Berlin, 190S).

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE: BUREAU OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY.
(Officer Opprting: A. D. Melvin, Chief.)

Beyond allowing access to its collections of animal parasites and pathological
specimens, theiburenu Is not prepared to offer facilities for advaoced study and
research In its laboratoriespathologIcal, blochemlc, zoological, or dairy.
11a.

DEPARTMENT OF AcRIcUI.Tultr.: isuRRAI; OF PLAINIT INDUSTRY.

10fficer reportlx: A. F. Woods, Assimtant Chief of Bureau.)
1.

duly 1, 1901.

2. Prior to theestablishment or the Bureau of Plant industry work was Conducted In separate`divleions, as follows: D Isions of N'egetable Pathology and
Physiology, Botany, Agrostology, Pomology,13
Gardens and (*inds. Oppor-

tunitlis were given to Investigators in...botanys nd mycology to work In the
herbarium, and to investigators of pathology, physiology, etc., to work in the
laboratories where Investigations on these subjects were carried on. These investigators were required to furnish satisfactory evidence of their ability to
Work4n the line in which they were Interested, and to come to the laboratories
at such time us would not interfere with government work.
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3. Facilities are offered In the Plant Industry Library, wher9 most of the
important works relating to botany, horticulture. and all subjectk pertaining to
plants are a vs liable. Facilities can oecasionally he offered to quadded luvestigotors to work in the field and in the laboratories. The opportunities( offered ''
ore.intended specially for investigatints in experiment stations and similar inst itu,tions who desire to work out partiehlur problems, or familiarize themselves
with methods not available in their own `institutions. The is oratories are not

able to undertake the training of students, but the extwrts In charge of the
laboratories are always glad to give students suggestions and advice relatitre to
the courses they wish to pursue. the work they kesire to carry on. Rte. Every
opportunity Is given to members of the office Irriff laboratory forces to perfect
themselves along is,:lentific and other lines relating to their work. The experts
give their time freely in assisting fitembers of the force in order to Increase their
efficiency.

.

4. Dr. Charles Thom and Prof. I.. N. Duncan'Eave availed themselves of opportunity to carry on scientific research in plant pathology and bacteriology
during the past fiscal year. Doctor Thbm is a member of the staff of the Agricultural Experiment Station at Storrs, Conn. He took the degree of A. B. at
Lake Forest ('allege in 1895 and the degree of A. M. at the same college in 1897.
From 1897 to 1992 he,wns instructor in'the University of Missouri. taking the
degree of WI. D. at that institution In I119 under Doctor Ayres. From 1902. to
IiiO4 he was instructor in botany-- mycology at Cornell I'niversity, andefprom 1904

up to the present time has been engaged an mycologist In cheese investigations
for the Dairy Division. Bureau of Animal Industry, carrying on these investigations at the Connecticut Experiment Station. Professor [Minton Is an instructor In agronomy at the Alabama Polytechnic institute at Auburn, at which
Institution he was graduated. Since his graduation he has been assistant to
Professor Duggsr at the Agricultural College at Auburn, Ala., and also instructor
at the Agricultural School at Athens, Ga.
Messrs. I.. C. Brown, a seedsman of La Grange, Ill., and/Professor French.
assistant botanist at the New York State Experiment Station at Geneva. spent
four weeks each lit our Seed-Testing Laboratory during the year studying our
methods of seed testing. Two seeismen and- an assistant from th Maine Ex-

Periment Station are expected to rune to our Seed-Testing La ratory this,
month to study our methods.
Mr. Yip Hang Tong, It. S. A., a Chinese student at Cornell U iversIty, who
has just presented to that university a thesis on rice for tho degree of Master
of Science in Agriculture, spent several months during the past winter in onr
grain laboratories.
5. The same facilities ns above are offered for 1900.
(I. Opportunities are offered only to investigators thoroughly prepared for
their work. So statement can be made as to the number of investigators who
can be given facilities for work in the bureau, as the opportunities vary from
time to time, but usually one or two could be provided for In each of the thirty
or more laboratories In the bureau. All appolutmpts to regular positions In
this bureau are made through the Civil 'Service CoinmIssion. For the lower
and medium-grade scientific positions appointments are made from the eligible

registers of laboratory assistants and scientific aksistants, and for the higher
positions from registers made up from special examinations. The list of the ex aminations held by the Civil Service Commission for scientific position) are
given Iu the Manual of The Civil Service Commission.
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DEPAR'r.MPiNT OF AGRIct*I.TtRE: FOREST SERVICE.
(Officer reporting: Rapbael 'Ion, Chief mace of Slides

1. February 1. 1905.

2. The only position in the service which 1111R been open to those whose
training in forestry WAS incomplete was that of forest student. It was
created in order to afford young men who had determined to make forestry
their profession an opportunity to become familiar with the methods of
the service b. the field and In the office. The work us a forest student did

not constitute In itaolf a stepping-stone to higher positions in the Forest Service.
but formed a part only of the trainfinz useful in fittang n man for the profession
of forestry. It was the policy of the service to retain a man as forest student

only long enough for him to gain full ndvantage from the tqporttigitieslfor
field and office work which the position a79rded. It was expecteir that be
would continue his training elsewhere. Thi policy was in force for about seven
years. up to about MI6.'
3. With the change In the character of the work of the Forest Service. brought
about by charging It with the administration of the National Forests, the
policy of appointing forest students has been discontinued. The solution of the
prob
which now present themselves demands more intensive attuly than
In tt
Imulugand requires in every detail the attention of teohniefilly Irainerl
men.

ft. The preparation for forestry as n profession may best begin with n college

or university mum., in which the student should acquire sonic knowledge of
the auxiliary subjects necessary in forestry. Of these, the more important are

geology, physical geography, Mineralogy, chemistry, botanyin parkniar that
branch which deals with the anatomy, physiology, and life history of plants
and pure and applied mathematics, including n practlenl understanding of the

principles of surveying. The student who, in his colloge course, can include
physics, meteorology, and political economy will 'be the triter equipped to take

up his technical forest studies.
Graduation at g college or university should N. followet by a TnlI eourse at a
school of Instruction In professional forestry, of which the e are now several in
this eountry?'
See Forest Service Circular No. 23, 'mire 3.

DEPARTMENT...OF AGRic1'1.1110,.: fil'REAF: or CHEMISTRY.

(Officer reporting: W. If. Bigelow. .\oolotant

-1. July 1, 1901.
Much of the work now ronducted by tile Bureau of Chemistry was previously
conducted by the Division of Chemistry, which was changed to the Bureau of

Chemistry- on the date Mentioned above. The Division of Chemistry wan
created ou the appointment of the first chemist of the department in 15412.
2. The various lines of work conducted by the Bureau of Chemistry are
given In Circular 14 of the bureffb. The facilities Include the well-equipped
iatioratory and all field resourcts that are necessary.
3. (a) Librry facilities are of fie best. Our library includes practically
all treatises desired by the bureau.
( b) Laboratory facilities at* somewhat inadequate at the present time, owing
to the great Wry:am In the number of employees.

New space has been secured,

1

Amongingmenump
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howev(;'r, nod the facilities will he greatly enlarged during the next few weeks.
The laboratories will then include about 40.0® square feet of Boor space, with
;Wilde facilities of all kinds.
fel No students as such are lu the bureau. The'Tvorkers are confined to
the regular employees.
d 1 The majority of the selentifie employees of the bureau specialize sooner
or later. and every opinirtunity Is given them to master their sivecially as vonioletely its pOssible. Before they begin to specialize, however, it is desired that
Ihey rla
o tebroad experience, and to this end the nature of their work is
oveasionally changed.

iv) There is no provision for the appointment of Ist udent assistants, as such
have been found to interfere seriously with the work of the bureau.
4. There are in the Bureau of Chemistry in Washington about 9t) scientific
inoployees.
employees.

As stated above, no opportunity Is given to others than regular

n. As stilted above, no opportunities ore offered except to regular employees
itf the bureau. Ti, young men who have completed a thorough course in chemistry and wlio &Sire eNtierience in a large laboratory, excellent opportunities
tire offered.

II. Regular civil service examinations are given from time to time The
number of eligibles on the lists established from such examinations Is never
scat, and frequently is Insufficient for the needs' of the bureau. Applicants
for such examinations should have followed a course leading to the degree of
Bachelor of Science or Its equivalent, and their course in chemistry should ha 'e
been not less than a three-year course of nine recitatjon hours per week, three
lalikatory ',Hours counting as one recitation hour. Aptiointments for research
work alone are not made. All apisiintees are expected to do either research
or routine work us the needs of the service may require.

DEPARTMENT OF Al(RICITLITRE: BUREAU OF SOILS.
(Officer reporting: Milton Whitney. Chief.)

1. The Bureau of Solbilwas orgnnIzod In 1901. Originally this bureau was
Created as-11 separate 141vision of Agriculture Soils In the Weather Bureau.
In 1594 it wits made a separate division of the Department of Agriculture, and
In 19(11. by -act of Congress, It wits rt.,eognized its a bureau.

2. The bureau, both in Its field parties and in its laborittOrles, has always
welcomed the presence okanyone interested In the special linetof work being

carried on, and has frequently made opportunitIp for such parties to avail
fheweelves of the privilege of working In the laboratories for limited periods of
thee, or for short excursions with some one or more of the field parties.
3.

(a) The library facilities are excellent for certain types of physical-

chemical, hioltigleal, and agricultural sciences.

(b) The laboratory facilities in this bureau are very good for physicalchemical and physiological investigations of soils, minerals, fertilizersorganic
as well as inorganic and plants.
(c) There is no direct supervision of the voluntary workers in this bureau;
they are usually associated with some one of the experts for such assistance
and gulden& as these experts can give them.

(d) Opportunities are fair for the transfer of clerical employees to old
parties when the employee shows any particular aptitude.
(e) NO proilsion.
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) During the year 190t short
courses of letures were offered by members
of the scientific staff of 11w buretiu
in the city of Washington and ut the follow ing-na wed institutions: Michigan
State Agrieu Baru I Ciillege, Lansing, Mich.;
Ohio Milne I-uirersity, Columbus, Ohio; State l'ollege, Pennsylvania:
Cornell
University, Ithaca. N. Y.; ,We et Virginia University,
Morgantown, W. Vs.;
Clemson College, Clemson, 5, C.; University of 1
Athens', 41.; University
of Mississippi. 1"ersity, Miss.; l'ollege of Agriculture
and
lehntile Arts,
Baton Rouge, 141./1"nlverslly of Kentucky, 1,4'XIngton, Ky.;

Tennessee, Knoxsille, Tenn.; WOH11.11'S College, Baltimore. Mil.;I'niversity of
Brown University. Priividence, 1Z. I.; Johns Ii,
Baltimore, Md.: Ryrnetise
University, Syrnense. N. Y.; Boa rd of Trade. Fort Wayne. Ind.
While carrying
on speelad Investigations experts from the bureau have given
courses at the
state College, Pennsylvania.
4. During the year there have been probably as many
as lift y persons who
have visited the bureau for periods of from Into day to six
weeks, In order to
familiarize thewsitives with the special ..,etinols, mina mills, and laboratory
and field procedure employM by the bureau officials In their
investlgatioweand
the selentifie and practical

lines being deeloped by the bureau employees.
Among these were members of the faculties of American and
foreign universities who were especially interested in the selentific in vest
igatii,its
being (pmdueled in the bureau; atembers of the staffs of agricultural
experimei.t stations.
who have 14911 esi R1111146' interestssi in the methods entioloyisl
in the bureau;
attitchf.s of foreign governmental institutions interested
in
the
mtissis employed by the bureau; gadoate students interested in
special investigatioos
which touched- tizsm or Involved special apparatus and methods
devised or
employed by the scientific...staff of this bie:in.
All persons cited above have
been of the grade of advatwed graduate students or
tntined Invt:Atigators.
5. The bureau will weleonie, as heretofore, properly tritinedieti
who wish

to avail themselves of the

opportunity of studying the special Investigations
and the methods employed by the bureau.
No provision, however, Is made or
anticipated for regular student work, find the bureau Is not prepared
to emphiy
persons coming with the hien of spending their time as students, either in
or in whole, but only those who are required by the exigency of the part
work
arising in its normal spud regular
development.

t

8. There are no special regulat hnisor conditions, but anyone
fled who wishes to avail himself of the facilities of the bureau protierly quailwill be welcomed.

DEPARTMENT OF Natal; urt* RE : nt:REA Ir.: Or ENTOMOLOGY.'
(Officr reporting: I.. 0. Howard, Chlt.)
1. July 1, 1004.
2. No effort whatever hits been made to exploit the facilities for
advanced
study and research for those outside of the service of the fairest'.
The In borntortes and Mikes are well tilled with paid assistants, and it Is
difficult to find
desk room for the field min, when In the winter time
some of thew come to Washington for consultntlon and to work upon their field notes and
theless, by a special arrangement in advance, in a untidier ofreports. Neverinstances postgraduate students and officers of foreign governments
have
been
permitted to
pursue studies In economic entomology
b
at the bureau,
either during summer
vacations or for longer periods. They have been given
no regular Instruction,
but have simply been given desk room and told to use the library and
collections,
to watch.the investigations going on, and to gain all Information desired
by ask- lug questions In so far as not
to interrupt the of etal work of the bureau.
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:t. Nothing more has been offered during the fiscal year ,of 19OR than pre: ionsly awl as ItOttetited in :111SNN or in the preceding question.

The library is

P..1: the laboratory facilities are cramped, even for regular assistants; there
are no fillitles for the direction and superv,ision of students. There are
a special opilortunities for study and training offered the members of the office
Gorge only in the line In which they are engaged. except so far as library and
collections assist them in broadening their infortnathim
. Duly.two persiins hn A e Uhl yeti in Washington for any length of time during
the last fiscal year, engaged in work of this citracter. Prof. M. J. Riviera. no
ffiXiang of the department of agriculture of ('bile. spent it number ,of months
in Washington sluifying the nwthiiiis of the bureau. :tit.. George G. .Xinsile.
a graduate of the I'tilversIty of Nlinnesota, has sf)ent it number of mouths
.

without 1.11Y doing: work of the sang' character.

.

11101, mini lirrangements are inade,Fir tile Nliscal year 1909. and, in fart,

:1.

ilti:j: will be ra 1 her more crowded than during the present Multi year.
11/1 vO 111441 made to the linrenii, except ity advanced stmlents
wishing summer vaciithill "sort:. ftecarionally. when the bureau has need of
4fici
Ni

tIPIII Ira t t011St

such assistants, one or more of these men are uppointed, but as a rule such
men are eiliployAl in tholifilliwiestig..ithats in coma-4414m with on! or :mother Of
the numerous field parties dr the bureau. Ocensionally one is employed for
the summer months .slinply as a prep:h./Om% lad these cast's are titre and only
in case of a temporary entergeney.
ft. The Ittlre:111 Will a brays ilo what It can for °dicers of foreign governments.
for ',dicers of state ON IIITI Ilit'llt Stations; or Instructors in colleges and universities. in the m v , if affording Visit an opportunity to study the methods toted
lc the buenn. and will always give them free use of the Illirnry and c.illectIons.
'Phis Is the preferretl.chiS8 of men weleomol here. I" .st-grafitta I e studentssan
not be cared for except in unusual cases. on account of the crowding 01 the
limoratory rooms by paid assistants.

'DEPARTMENT OE A(at 1(11.11' RE : 11101,0411CAL SURVEY.

I °Meer reporting: II. W. Ih.rhaw. ndminlntntlre amthitant.
Est4blished as Division of Economic Ornithology and Miunninlogy In 1.Rfiri;
undertook biological survey work in
; name changed to Biological Survey
1.

in lrl.

2. In furtherance of ins objects the fliologienl Survey has accumulated large
and valuable collections of birds. mammals, and platffs, which tire now stored
in the Nationnl Museum. These specimens are collected with a view to the light
Ihey Plumi on problems of geographic distribution, us well as for the purpose of
determining the food habits of the several species. They furnish the data upon
willed molly of the publieations of the survey are based, and from flint' to time,
MI occasion arises. groups are studied In their more strictly scientific aspects,
and the results published for the information of the miblie. Specimens are often
received from colleges. museums, students, farmers, and others for comparison
with this material, with the request hint they he nittned and classified. The survey collections are so stored, labeled, and arranged as to he available foratudy
by scientific Investigators and by properly accredited individuals.
8. The Biological Survey library consists of books, periodicals, and reports of
scientific societies, bought or received In exchange for the survey's publications.

Though Small, the library offers excellent facilities for study, especially on
topics connected with the econowic relations of birds and =Mein, Pm* pro-

i.

-
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lection..111111 the g4.4zrapl.hc distribution of
.:11111 1.1111118.
Every opporninny for (.011KIlltilti1111 Is 1ITtkreil to students and others ititeliested

In the sub-

jejis to which it 1.erioths
An Important part of the work of tlWairvey .s the examination of the eonilts of Monmils (kr birds fur Iii
loaellOSI. of .10(.111Iiiong the exact nature of
their food whether Ito nisois earen our lienoilrial
or injurious. and whether
the seeds Mid "the].
I if plaids ore of Mixitms or ...ithinble kind. TO aid
In this work i1 large and utlitairle seed eollection has i.,.11 learned. This is
carefully labeled anti orrangtal s, as to be inottedlately aailalile fur the blew
Motion of seeds found in birds' shalt:tells.
represeidat I. 1111111h/11 of inserts
also. consisting of the'spe,ies 1111.1v eamilmos eaten by birds, greatly aids in the

labor of identification. These ..,Mv.tions are oIttilal,le for
study and consultation. The dovs of the laboratory
are always open also to those \yino desire to
sillily methods of work.
5. 11 is believed thAt the iii estigations 0.11'1'10491 in the lataiketor,
of the survey are- more thorough
co\ era wider 11..1,1 than ;my similar itt,1 izoil 'tts

elsewhere undertaken 411 :111 10:111

he

number A.1 ail \ :owed

students might he troined for future indepnlol work in this field, whieli
is of
constantly growing inii,ormine.,

Df:PARTM ENT OF .\(.111(-1'

ittler reportim:
I. 1 S.N.
The work of the (111,1.11 of

:
:

I'.

lWFll,

ii" E \

M

ENT sTAT107,:s

,Loa

perhooIll Slat if UN
Relations with
AIII.IC111 HMI foreign institutions for ngrietiltitrai researt.h. together wish the
supervision of expenditures of t itrietiltural experiment stations In
the United
States: .(2) the preparation of pookaiimis. mainly lensed
III Tool: of the
experiment stiitions: I:II the litanitgenietil of the Npiritilt.11 51:11 itifis
.%hislitt,
and Porto
(4) relations with tigirienItural colleizes
and schools,
furnierte institutes, and kindred organizations at howe nod ah.t.oitil,
and the
general promotion of agrieultyral ellitout,ion in the I nite,l Mortis: t:o investigations on the nutritive value of different agricultural prodneis used as human
food; (6) trigntion
t.StigilthMsHihtl 171 lIntihngt, hnusligalihats. The last
two lines of work I6 and 71 Involve cooperation with the agricidturai colleges
anti experiment stations.
This Wile,. -represents the doptirtnient hi its relations with Ilse agricultural
colleges established under the nets of 'otigress of July 2, 1,462. and August :to,
1590. It collates and publishes information
regarding VIP orgalliZ11114111, equipment, resources, und coursesotf study of agricultural colleges runt srbools
Iii
this mid other countries. It promotes t lie
Interests of agricultural education throughout the United States, imitating especially the introduction
of
Instruction in agriculttire into secondary and elementary schools.
2. 111 carrying on the various lines r,f work outlined above. the 111fice ins
prrepared and accumulated reports. maps. charts, illiotographs, card indexes. and
other valuable information concerning die institutions rim aigrieulturril
(.11'1.r-cation and research In this country and shoal, all of which has been available
to Ty" wishing to study along these lines
At different times between 11111,
and lffir this office, as well as other divisions sold lament's of the Deptirtment
of Agriculture, employed graduates' of agricultural colleges as; scientific skim"
at nominal salaries, with the understanding that the young men thus employed
would be permitted to devote a part of their time to graduate study. The positlan Of " seltsitiOc aid" has heeu dlecouthlued. lu couuection with the nutri-

1
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.

amen Investigations at NI hbiletown. Conn., students have been given opportunities

for lalmr:1101y practice with the respirat ion colorimeter and fir making dietary
studies in public last it Minns.
:i. '1'114. Office of Experlaient Stations has a large number of text-books ill141
nianuals written by teachers :nal investigators in agricultural colleges and
experiment slat ions, mid it also has access to the splendid library of the depart.
nient.
11 emphlys a librarian and an assistant. who gladly assist the office staff
anal visiting Nvorken4 n long agricultitral lines to assemble the literature of any
subjeet. The ollice has alto accumulated a vast :mount of statistical informa!inn, historical notes, ad-pnlx references. and other plain:41RA and unpuhh-shed tnateria I eowenine irrign ion, dram:n:0, moot ion. an 1 nerioulturni Insti-...
tations Ill this countr, ;nal ohioad, which is not easily a iessible elsewhere.
Visiting students trill 110 given (*very possible oftportunity , use thin linnet-tot.
anti will be assisted and directed in Own' researches SO far as the facilities .44
the office trill permit.
.111 members of the scientific force of the 011ice :ire given opportunities anti
an. ellruilnIg"i to I'llrslie lints of stilTY NVIlh'Il will a third t tent training awl contribute to the fund ii1 knowledge concerning agricultural ediniol ion and research.
Specia I opportunities for study lire afforded to members or thetengineering force
during. several months in Illo y1';11' lVIII..11 liWy all' in the \VI..IShillgtoll Ilftitl..
"I'lli. f /IIPs 1110 . foil) of spii,iitl advice regarding hiainag literature in books
;mil etirrent periodicals, and frequent meetings of the engineering force it which
topics under itivestigat ion. in etametion with projects 1114.11 which the office Is
m.irkitig. are dist:ussil and explained in denril.
There is no regular firm ision for the appoinni cot of student assistants. One
grinikia I ii stilifrent. a candidate for the (14.;.:111. of I menu. of Philosophy at l'oluni-,

his university. was appointed eolT;Thrtrirtor In lieu': in lrilvr that he might have
hotter opportunities to study the problems of secondary agricultural education
and In order that this otlie,; might conle into possession of Information colloded
-by hint which vviitild be or interest and vnlin.e I., the g"livrti I public.
4. '1'v% chi, menibers of tlit. engineering force, one graduate student (collitb
orator ), and several others who were here for a few hays.
7, No nidial change in facilities ii-- contemplated for 1909, except that the
l'INtllt transfer of the. respiration calorimeter and act4essory apparatus from
)liddletown. ('nun,, to this oily trill achid till opportunity here to study. (pieslions eoncerned with the nntrit it 0 vaine of different roods, their I1S4' in 1111` 11011y,

;11111 totaled topics. While the hrrge amount of hildiogrophical onii experimental
data now on hand Is of value It Sind/911S of dietetics with reference to 111(11%1(11ml, family, and lust Itttion 1-4.041 problems.

I;. (takers, teachers. and investigators from state iigrleultural colleges and
experiment stations and 1 other eduentiotio I institutions will In' WVICCIIIIPti at any
time and given every available facility for study and research. Occasionally a
gr1(111111P student call he assisted. as in the case of the collaborator nientiom.41
under paragraph 3, but no t.talaricd posit ions :I I'l regularly open to such students.

DEPARTMENT (IF AGRICULTURE : OFFICE of PUBLIC RO,ADs.
(Orlicer reporting : A S Cushman. Acting Ilito-clor.1

1. March 3. 1S93. The iikinse In 411e ogrividttiral appropriation bill of the
above date empowered the Secretary of .tgrienit lire to make Inquiries In regard
to tristems of mad management throughout the United States, make investign-

67438-09-4
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lions in regard to the best methods of road makite-, e Ir. Thil work of the liflive
has been gradually enlarged. anti the My ishot of Io ts. establislal in loutt\for
the purpose of testing the physical mid chemical properties of road matrals,
watt consolidated with II ,lily I. 1I108, io form roe edict of public roads. An
ditent onal campaign for better roads was - carried 401 by the National I.eagnc
for
MI 'toads previous to the establishment of this educe I See It lief In I I,
Ofhl
of Experiment Stations, and. National League f4r (Mod Reads Proceed'logs, October 211 anti 21, Is92
2. Ow(ng to the demand for skilled higlooy engineers, and the- insufficient
number available, the office determined in ihiC, to i.roNhle instruction of a
character In this branch of 1'111:1111911111:.
Since that %Pat a litaibl
number of graduate civil engineers lice loam appointed :nnu
hi 1111 position
of civil engineer stuth.nt. ;11.11'r haling IhISS111.(01111N111ii, pv,1,11;ilial jolts,

101'0 are employed for a period it one year :t I It::.11 per
and eN1.110., while
011 th'Itt duty. during which dine they receive pt.:wile:I 1 training and ite-tu.-.i,,n
not ally In 1/1110ral 01'y w01: Mill 1111'111011S 01:

l';11i011, bill :idsm' in

actual road building in various parts of the country. .1t the end of this period
they :I' I'llgri11e for promotion without f tut her exatilitintion.
3. The Mitre has well-equipped physical laboratories, which lest the physic:II
properties of road materials submitted. Chentien1
petrographic analyses
iv also, made In many eases.
library of the office contains stnittlard works on Ifighway ends? messes
nn

civil engineering, tiles of slate highway 1,..00111SSi011 101/01'1A Mill 100b this,

st
geological siirvey reports, and works on eltptitistr. i'Mysies. and geology
for We 111 1 lie laboratories. :Omni ,v1). domestic and foreign

lechnita I and trade

Journals are regularly received.
The chemical laborallo is equipped for the analysis of 1.0:1.1.111:ihrlig
ks.
gs, and cements, anti for the examination of oils, tars, ao asphalt,. The
Kysical laboratory Is equiptssi for titeeltanival and pliNsiral tests of fraud
materials to determine hardness, toughness, cementa t ioti..a lite. tensile strength,
and resistance to compression.
The civil engineer students nre under' the immediate dieethm a the chip('
engineer `when engagiNI In field work. mu) nutler the assistant director when
engaged 'jut 1010r:1101'y work.

Ituring the months of JoIllittry and ebritar-.
11$L, when there was little field work in progress, courses of Iwtoros wore
given by Members of (Is' Utilise staff.' Each student's little was 411041441 Into
lecture hours and laboratory work. The students were then sent,into the field
for actual work on roads.
All branches of the work of the oflicc afro closely correlated, and members of

the tletstff are glren opportunities for study, described tinder sections a, it. :11111 1'.
In special Instances, where instruction in the roadmotti.41 laboratory and
spritti counter' In highway engineering are desired. there is opportinkty for the
appointment of it fetter students for laboratory and field Instruction tlpring the
summer months.
It 114 the !Miley of this office to 1.00perate closely %filh eol'ges with a view
littrodueing. wherever 'tract Kittle. a l'1/01'1,0 to highway engineerittg, and

where this has already been done,'assist In timeloping and !worming such
course. Tu this end lectures are given by mentivera of the onset stair% (peg4g,
and miggetqlons furnished lit regard to the ettrrieula nevessary.

4. The following civil engilieet students were appointed during the firial
year 1908: Andrew P. Anderson, Bozeman, Mont., graduate Mtaitana Agricultural College; Lucius D.liarrowa, 0.rono, Me.. graduate University of.Maine;

Randolph Martin, Indiana, graduate Purdue University; Charles It. Thomas,
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jr.. Newhern, N. C.. undergraduate University id North
: and Itayniond
i: Toms, Freieriek. 1101.. g.radinite Cornell University.
The following studied the %roil: of the testing laboratory : Prof. \V. it. Ilong.

7

the University ..f
Harry .. Eaton. V. S.' Amity. of, the
i okersity o'fitVest. Virginia,"
Prf. 11. L. Itowliiy, of the rni,crsily of \Vtisliingtial. Ititt iittployed for field

, .1'

etigin1.ering (hiring the moaner or 19117.
:... Facilities for the fiscal year 11109 will he if the stipie elm ratter ;is those
offered for the fiscal year Mos.
t. The elii! etiXttleu.1; students are 1141114,41 from the restItts of annintl.rivilserviee examinations. .kmdleations wi,l lie received only (ram graduates In
cii it engineering and frson gritilliating students. They nuts( be 211 years of
age or over on the date'of the examination. The eXittnilltition consists of the
sobj,,,is 1,,,,1,11,,,,,,I t,,.1,,N weighted as indicated:

I. Pure

I.

taillteinatie,;

0,11 ;11,,1 use or ilistrolooti I including field wort:
eonstro,1 ion
Niuteials
Elements of construction
_

No provision has been made for instrnetion ol6er Omit that eleserilasi above,
Ille
toinual appropriation, ;IN:Waffle for this purpose. No student assistants are
appointed !miler the present arrangements.
(Irmlnate stollen's in engineering from rerognized colIcges anti universities

and the number of civil eiwitiee students is limited by the aliamia

are admitted to pursue special him, or incrsligatiuu when the Director is
s.itistied that they %ill,(lo efficient wort:.

III:I' \ It

.1(,111t

IA I HE

The library of Ihr llepartinent of .griculttit has notable colleetions of books,
periodicals. and society publications on agriculture and related scionees. Thew.
collections :ire ()lien In I lie Intblic tor reference use frolli it. 111. In 4.311 p. ni.
on secular (lay:,

i)Er.urrliENT (avcom NI

NI)

III RE.% t

III (1 in you VIII

Ilglicit oortIng: Ilerhert Knox StailIi, Votnrats.aor

dIA

The Information collevted ily the litirealt of Corporations Is wt largely of 11
entititlentIttl character. until published by order of the 1're4lent, that it Is
hupractieuhle to afford farillties It' students for study or research. The library
of'the bureau 18 Ivry small, nonsisting mainly of law booti..... statues, and ottivial
doeummats. with a few trade papers. 11(.111'13 all or which are 111011! readily
.11ettSSIblit to StIttlitntS elsewhere, 111111 the N111'1111 has no 11411110)1e (inlet room

for the ImsoninnalatIllu of students detttritig to use Its library. The publIslie/
reports of the bureau. however, contain much exact Information of ulttuutte
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value to studen`ts of industrial conditions. The reports thus far published. aside
from the annual reports of the Commissioner, are on the following subjects:
1. The Beef Industry. March 3, 1905.
2. Transix)rtativ of Petroleum. May.2. 1906.
3. The Petroleum Industry: Part I. Position of the Standard Oil Company in
the Petroleum Industry. May '20. 1907. Part II. Prices and Profits. August

5, 1907.

4. Cotton Exchanges: Part I. Methods of Establishing Grade Differences for
Future Contracts.. May 4, 1908.

The bureau has also furnished the Inland Wikterways Comn&sion a large
amount of matter to be published in the appendices to the commissioh's report.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND LABOR: BUREA17 OF MANUFACT1
tOttleer reporting : John M. Carson. Chief.,

1. February 14. 1903. This bureau, however. was not organized until
FOruary 1, 1905:
2. Numerous reports on special subjects, mainly conuitberignI and industrial,
relating to conditions in foreign countries, have been published...Many of these
are out of print. Prior to 1903 these reports. also "Commercial Relations of
the United States" nnnualT: Daily Consular Reports, and Monthly Consular
Reports were published by the Department of State.
3. The library is confined to bureau publications anal other piffillithalocuments
concerning commerce and industry, and laws and regulations of foreign countries relating to customs tariffs and cognate subjects.
Persons appointed to the consular service, before proceeding to their con sulates, and consubir officers returning home on leave of absence. mightbe
assigned temporarily to Oda bureau for duty and practical bistro:11;in in the
commercial needs of the country. as presented in the Cuirrespontienve of representative manufacturers and merchants engaged in foreign trade, :Ind in tine
preparation of consular reports. In case of those newly appointed the service
with this bureau should be for a period of two weeks.
5. Facilities offered for the year 1909 will be the same as those at present.
6. Students calling nt the Bureau of Manufactures will be permitted to consult
the books and documents relating to customs tariffs of foreign countries and to
commercial conditions,throughout the world. They could also See t he Met hOd s

of operation in the bureau by which reports from the United States consular

officers in foreign countries are compiled and edited, and the puglusla of tiling
inforMation relating to commercial and trade opportunities in foreign countries:

all of which information is published and distributed gratis to people who are

interested.
Owing to the lack of comnfodious Quarters, the space accommodations of the

bureau are extremely limited, so that it would be Impossible to neeommoditte
more than one student at a time if he desired to spend the greater part of the
day in the bureau.
7. Numerohm samples of goods (mostly textiles) manufacture() in foreign
countries have been collected by consular officers and special agents: also photographs showing machinery, methods, etc. These are sent to interested parties
making application and to tptIle schools. No- facilities are offered for estab-

lishing a depository or museum for exhibition and permanent preservation of
this material.
1 t
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND LABOR :. BUREAU OF LABOR.

Otieer reporting : Charles P. Neal,' (..!inumlsoloner.

I. February /14. 190.3.

(11 Organized as a Bureau of /Latior in the Department of the hit erior by act

of Julie 27.

12) glade a "Department of -Labor" by net of June 13. 1,;.,N, independent of
other departments, but with no change iu the title of the chief officer or in the
functions of the oitice.

13t Made a "Bureau of Labor" in the Department of Commerce and Labor
by act of Felaruary 14. 103, w:, bout change of title of the chief officer or the
fanctions of the office. For an account of the origin and work of the bureau
see "The Working of the United States Bureau of Labor," by lion. Carroll- I).
Wright, in Bulletin 34 of tlis Bureau of Labor.
3. The facilities of its library are the only resources. which this bureau is
able to place at the disposal of students. Desk roonkfor four persams and the
sett ices of a Hbrarian are provided. The bureau's staff of experts can be eonsultol in regard to sources of informathin concerning labor problems, labor
conditions, etc.. as well as the various phases of t he work of the office.
The libAry of the Bureau (4 Labor contains approximately 1.x.000 books and
pamphlets. and receives about 2(y) periodicals. This Material may he flasavi as
official publications. Mid (b1 other publications.
I
(a) 0ffieial publicationn.These consist of reports and other documents published in the United Start. and in forelf.rii, countries, and include:
(11 Files of all publications of all labor offices:
2) Reports of official bodieo in charge of Inspection of factories and of mines
aniffnelie minis-cement of laws on these subjects:

13) 14ot-is of official bodies In charge of the insurance of workingmen
.niployment

against sickness. accident. Invalidity. old age, den t 11. nail

(4) Repsirts of officials and of boards relating to conciliation and arbitration
of labor controversies:
(5) Censuses of occupations and of industries:
DI) Reports In regard to the moral. ROCiai. industrial. and economic condition
L

Of the working people, Including wages. hours of labor, conditions of 4eamloyment

and bring. etc.;
(7) Statutes of the Federal Government and of this various States of the
United States;
034. Decisions of the higher state and the federal courts o51 matters relalisfiPto

labor In the United States:
(9) Labor legislation of foreign countries:
(10) StatlstIcal yearbooks,' of the various countries if the world.
(b) Material other than offleial.This includes:
(1) Publications of American and foreign sociological, economic, and statistical societies'. which include labor and relates! problems within their scope;

(2) Publications of labor organIzationslocal, national. 'and International
consisting of reports, Journals, proceedings of conventions, copies of constitutions, '

trade agreements, etc.:
(3) Miscellaneous.publications relating to labor and related problems.
4. No record has been kept.
8. The use of the library is not restricted.

1
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OF (OlthikRCE AND LABOR: BUREAU OF THE CENRUT.
'10Mcpr reporting: R. N. D. North, Director.)

1. March 6, 1002.

Prior to the establishment 1f the permanent Census Office each census lanIg
been taken by a temporary office or bureau specially orgaitivANI for that purpose and abolished after the comploion of the work.
The Census Bureau in its present form is virtually a nationnl statistical
office, with a much broader scope than the name of the like would indicate.
Many of the lines of statistical work now carried on by the office have no confiection with the decennial census. some of them were previously conducted by
other bureaus, while others are new.
For brief historical statement of census organization. see Organization and
LaW of the Department of Commerce and Labor. page TS. For more recent
developments of the work of the Census Office, We reports of the Director of the
Census sine 1902.
3. (a) The Census Bureau has a statistical library of about 18.000 bound
volumes and 28.000 pamphlets.

(b) The Census Bureau has no laboratory In the strict sense of the term..-

The mechanical devices and apparatus whith it employs to connection with Its
work present many features of interest, and are exhibited and explained to the
visitor on applicatloh at all reasonable times, but their use has hitherto been
strictly confined to official work.
(c) The office is always ready to answer requests for statistical hfformatIon
on particular questions or topics, supplying the information, if possible, or
Indicating where it may be obtained. Bequests of this character are received
every day, and many of them come from students. The office not infrequently
supplies copies of flume of Its reports or bulletins for class-room Ilse. It has
never undertaken or been asked to undertake the direction cr supervision of
statistical work conducted by students not connected with the office force.
(d) The use of the census library is of course freely granted to the office
itfiployees, But aside from this no Knecht' opportunities for study and training
have been provided:except such as are Incidental or essent Int to the conduct of
Ithe regular work of the office. Men who come,into the bureau for positions
requiring _more judgment and intelligence than ordinary clerical work flimsily
have to serve a period of apprenticeship to lit them for their duties. The training thus received is believed to be very valuable. but It lq j.iot carried beyond
the requirements of the position which they are expected to till, although it
may prove to be of great advantage in other lines of work which they may after,
wards enter in government service or elsewhere.
(e) Prior to the Twelfth Census a number of college or university students
were appointed as clerks tipoti the nomination of the presidents of the universities from which they' came. Though the positions thus filled were technically
ordinary clerkships, they were regarded as being essentially fellowships, or
positions in which themen could carry on investigations of a statistical character under competecit direction. Some of the men appointed In Ibis way
returnedto academic work after a year or more in the census. One is now
professor
nd Stanford University, another at the 'University of California
third at the University of Wisconsin. Others have entered other
bran es of government service, accepting better-paid positipns than the Census
OM could offer them. All the'se men would probably agree that the
tralping
rece ved in the Census Office was of great value in qualifying them for the line
.of work in which they have since engaged.
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etrit serrIce rules It
Alter the eenttrWIT-MntrTITTMTITIEffrittffi-ffirreed
was no longer ilossiblejio make any appointments In the same manner, I. e., upon
the nomination of university presidents; but itositions of a similar character
have been filled by means of a civil - acrylic eNal11111111 1(111 restricted to college
graduates. In making these appointments It was assumed that the educational

taint and' training of the positions would be accepted as supplementing the
forming virtually an important part of the comsmall salaries offered and
pensation toga, considered.
4. N4I record Is kept of the number of iterstms outside the office who have
made use of the census library. The number Is not large. NO attempt has
been made to attract students. but the use of the library is freely granted to
all who apply for It.
The number of persons bolding positions of the class referred to above 13, el
in the fiscal year 1110S was about ten. They were all college graduates.. Their
work consisted principally in preparing or editing the text' of census reports
and bulletins, but they havY also been enadoyed to Koine extent infield work.
thus giving them experience in the collection of statistical data.
5. The facilities offered for the fiscal year 111011 will be substantially the
sonic ns those which have been available In the past.
G. The use of such facilities as the office offers to outside investigators is
nut limited Iii any particular type of inquirers. The positions described above
13. e)- -which might properly be designated as student assistantshipshave

been restricted to college graduates.

PremrrmENT or, iNst...e....Mxt MUT A Nn LABOR : COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
((Meer nlmo lug :

O.

it. TIOmatin. Superintendent I

1. 1S-14.
The
:t.

library contains 31imo0 books and pamphlets, mostly on subjects
concerning the operrrtIons of the survey ; 351)00 maps and charts. relating most-

ly to the riffled States and outlying territories; 61.6-17 chitties. colliers. sheets
and rolls of records: 5.S4 original sheets of topographle and hydrographic
surveys; 9.2:10 negatives and prints of photographs.

(hi None.

(r) Not praelicable as a continuums Isclhr tinder present conditions. Current
work too heavy.
(d) As compektra in geodesy. titles, and magnetics, and as cartographers.
(c) No provis on.
special students. Many pershus engaged in the study of particular
problems relating to the subjects mentioned in the next paragraph hare consulted the office in person or by letter. lu the'majority of cases by letter and
for the purpose of direct practical application, but data are furnished also for
theoretical study.
5. The use of the Iffirttry end archives. The latter containing geodetic and

magnetic, tidal, and seismic records, as well as original hydrographic and
topographic amps, and records relating to the physical condition of our harbors and coasts commonly classified under physical hydrography.

See 3.

6. It is suggested that the use of the facilities to students be limited to those
pursuing original investigations calculated to advance the boundaries of knowl-'
edge, and graduate.atudenta of higher institutions of learning.
Room could be found for about six persons.
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---DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND LABOR: BUREAU OF
FISHERIES.
(Unsigned.)

1. The Bureau of Fisheries was established as the Commission of Fish and
Fisheries in 1S71. anti mlitinned as an independent bureau until it was Incorporated in the I spartment of Commerce and Labor .1 ily 1, 1903. Its original
purpose was scientific, economic, and statistical investigatioas in relation to
the fisheries, but the work of practical fish culture was soou added as a necessary part of its functions.
2. From its beginning it was toilful necessary to secure the cooperation of
investigators in addition to those twermanelilly employed by the bureau, and
there soon grew up the practice of employing qualified persons connected with
schools, colleges, and other institutions of learning, who carried on ivork related
weal n's proper functions. At a later period, and especially after
the
shment of laboratory at Woods Hole in 1ssri. laboratory. library,'
and
lecting facilities were supplied to y dents who were desirous of conducting research on problems of marine hi logy Inure remotely related to the
fisheries. Another labe-sfory was estahlistfied at Beaufort,
N. C., in 1902.
3. The bureau offe'i opportunities for students at NVashington, Woods Hole,
Mass., and Beaufoi t, N. C., the facililies being as follows:
Washington.(a) The library contains about 21,000 volumes. and Is well
supplied with mat ter relating to the commercial fisheries wid fairly well provided In matter relating to aquatic zoology. The books of the NatIclal Museum
and the Library of Congress can alsO be borrowed when required.
(b) The laboratory facilities are fairly satisfactory as to equipment and material, but are cramiled as to sluice. It is not lossIble to /urnish tables to more
than one or two at tlents.
(c) There Is no provision for the supervision of the work of students, but
the regular employees furnish such assistance as is consistent with their other

duties:

(d) The official duties of those occypying scientific positions provide good
facilities for study and training under the supervision of the more experientled
men.

(c) No provision is made for student assistants at the Washington office.
Woods Hole and Beaufort laboratories. (a) Libraries are provided at both
stations. That at Woods Hole is fairly well equipped
with works on marine
biology and On the local fauna and flora.
(b) The laboratory facilities consist of tables, aquaria.. glassware, microtomes,
reagents, fresh and salt water supplies, boats. nets, collecting outfits, and practically everything necessary to the investigator excepting microscopic and dissecting instruments, which must be supplied by the mons availing theivelves
of theinivileges of the-institution.
(0 Tables are assigned to a limited number of rained specialists, who are
a
all of the above facilities and work independently.
season
few trained specialists are employed on salary for two or
three months to study problems pertathing to the work of the bureau.
They
are always men capable of independent work and their reports are submitted
to the bureau.
A few temporary scientific assistants are employed fur a period of two or
three months each season. They receive as pay an amount little
more than
sufficient to cover their expenses and are engaged in the various investigations
of the bureau. To assist these and the paid investigators,.student assistants
are employ* it compensations designed to pay expenses, They work under

Tr
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supervision of the experienced workers. and earnest young men receive good
training.

4. During the summer of 1907 there were employed at the Woods Hole labo-

ratory eight paid investigators. six seienPitre assistants, and six studeuf assistants.

At the Beaufort raboratory there were one paid investigator, four scientific
;issiatnats, and eight student assistants.
5. The facilities tiered during the fiscal year 1909 are essentially those mentioned under answer 3. It is possible that a laboratory on the Mississippi
Myer, for which an appropriation has been made, will be opened during the
s1iinme4 of 1909,

ti, Specialists desiring to avail themselves of the privileges of the laboratories are required to make applicati011 oil the Whined form, hich'stipulatea
the 'onditions under which they lire accommodated.

The 'mid investigators are selected by the bureau for their fitness to carry
on the studies to which They are assigutl.
The temporary scientific assistants are sglected from college students and
instructors who have had training In biology, and whose applications are prob..
erly'indorsed as to fitness and character.
Student assistants are selected from properly indorsed applicants from high
schitois and institutions of related grade.
I FOrIll of lipid/cation. I
.

.

I

hereby make upplIcatinll for the use of :Liable In th laboratory of the Bureau of

l'isherIes

_

f o r a ported

of about 7.

., beginning about

I wish to carry on special studies on
In the publication of the results of my investigations carried on in the laboratory or
on materials collected while there, due tredit will be given to the Bureau of Fisheries
for the use of 1114 laboratory and Its'equipment, and six copies of my papers will be
sent to the Bureau of Fisheries at WashInizton for Its various libraries.
Ili last paper was entitled .
and was published
(dateI.
While occupying n tattle In the laboratory I will neither collect nor preserve materials
lo he sold or used for general class room work except, In the latter case, by permission
of the director. I will not use the laboratory reagents for preserving such class-room
material.

7. The puldh Abuts of the Bureau of FIsperies consist of reports and bulletins, of octavo and quarto size respectively, enibraclug, scientific stud eo male
papers relating to the fisiterlei. Papers inannitted by workers at the aborntortes will be published by the bureau If imitable.

DEPARTMENT OF 'coMNIF,RPE AND LABOR : IITTEA17 OF STAN ARDS.

Mincer reporting: W. F. ilillebrand, Acting Director.)

I. July 1, 1901.
4. No exact list can be given of those who availed theneselTes of the facilities
of the bureau for study and research.' They Included scientific instructors FR
the universities, technical. experts in large industries, and advanced students.

5. The facilities of the bureau include the fundamental standards of lengtr\
and mass of the United States. calibrated tvorking and derived standard
scales, balattes, and verified instruments and accessory apparatus for precision measurpments anctresearch in the following lines: Length, mass, capacity,

density, tit

iteat (including thermometry and pyrometry), electrical

resist-

ances, electroboiAe force, electrical capacity and inductance, magnetism,
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electrical instruments, light (Including interference methods, polarimetry, spectroscopy, radiometry, and photometry), and the testing of materials.
The bureau library consists of 1.000 volumes on the tehnleni subjts con
nected with the bureau's work. The bureau regularly receives the publications
of similar institutions of other countries. and 150 technical Journals covering
the physical sciences, engineering.. and related fields.
Applientlims Abut t1 preferably he made by personal consultation, although
preliminary laringtonwitts could he inade by correspondence.
The facilities are open to any well qualified advanced student, tailless this will
interfere with the regular work of the bureau. The and t ions governing such
work are flexible. and the bureau will be glad to odd as above any serious
student. Experts of manufacturing and industrial labontitories have found it of
great value to spend short periods of time at the bureau, In order to study the
latest advances in the lines of work enumerated above (see No. 51.
7. in addition to the tests and eomparistfils Made by the Bureau of Standards,

its work includes such researches as are involved In the establishment

11111i

indintenalice of the various Miamian:dm and units of measurement, the development of measuring instruments and metiusis of meaSlIrelliellt, and the determi-

nation of physical constnaits and the properties of materials. The results of
these investigations are published in pamphlet form a descriptive summary of
the contents of these papers Is given in the 1.Ist cif Publications of the 1 )epartlatent of Commerce and Labor. They ot-tor a wide range of subjets In the
field of physical mensurements, and are issued for general distribution to the
;

scientific, technical. and J1'111001111 I interests concerned with the sillojects treaded.

'The papers will be sent upon request. and may be desigunted by the numbers
which precede the titles in the list.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMF.IK AND LABOR: lit -REAL' E STATISTICS.
(Officer reporting: Morris Jacobson. Librarian.)
1. The Bureau of Statistics was established by net of July
23, 1S06.° ns part
of the Treasury Dellartment. Its main work. the e(allection and publientlom of
the ratistics of Foreign Commerce and -Navigation. formerly (let dolv(NI upon

1 he Oboe of Register of ate Treasury. which vonatainell divisions 1,1' fininitgo and
commerce and navigation, in pursumate, of act of -February 10, 1S20, for the
periodic publication of import, export. and navigation accounts. The Moreau
was organized by Mr. Alex Delmar. ns director. In 1SOti,b wise was succeeded
by Clem Francis A. Walker; the latter took charge of the Moreno as Deputy
Special Commissioner of the Revenue, and contin111.11 to net In tbait capacity
until February 7, ISTO. when he became Superintendent of the Ninth Census.

The organization of the office. ns adopatd by General Wolker. prnetically
remains unchanged, except that a. Division of Internal Commerce was added
later, which was
he an integral part of the bureau about 1900.
2. The library of the bureau, wheu first established as pail of file office, contalned about 3.000 volumes, mainly PM t I 81 teal, economic, and historical works,

bearing more or less directly upon the work of the office, and containing.
among others. such official reports of our own and foreign governments as could
then be soared from tide library and other divisions of the Treasury Department.

Thirty-ntntb Congresa,,Bret session, chapter 208, 1888.
!lee Finance Report. 1867, page 240 and following. Finance Report, 1888, page 400
and following. Fortieth Congress, second session, chapter 176, 1868: An act
making
aapireprtaticaui ha the legislative, executive, and judicial expenses of the Government.,
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Since then it has grown mainly by exchanges and gifts and now contains prob"
ahly 11)e-fullest collection of foreign trade reports in tise country.
:i.:Cs the work of the bureau Is mainly of a routine character, I. e.. the compilation of the monthly and yearly- statistics of our foreign and nd Internal trade,
scientille studenta and invtatigatofs, unless especially interested in the methods
f compilation and tabulation used hi the office, as a rule have beet' able to
ize the library motertul only. Thiti material is composed mainly of economic
rat
statistical mutter bearing upon industrial and commercial questions. The
Iihtary has fairly complete acts of the standard statlatical and commercial publications, such as the Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, the Bulletin of
-the international Statistical Institute, the Journal of the Statistical Society of
Faris, the London Economist, the Econotniste Francais, the Journal des 1:X4in/on:isms. etc. Of tote some of the more important German ecouomic and statistical publications have been received by exchange, including the Jahrbticher
fair NatIonaliIkonomie nod Statistik, the Allgemeines Statistisches Archly. us
well as ante of the Russian financial and commercial publications.
t if American publications of similar character the library has, among others.
full sets of the Commercial and Financial Chrtmicle, Bradstreet's and Dun's
Reviews, the Banker's Magazine, etc. Sets of. earlier publications, of value
to the student of the 140m:trial mid financial histo4 of the United States, on
tile include Niles' Register and Hunt's Merchants' Magazine. The statistical
puldicatams of the various departments of the Government, as well as of the
various States, constitute another innamtant section of I110 library.
Of otheial foreign publications of stator character the library has bound sets
of the Deutsche:4 Hamlets Archly, Iles Ilandelsmuseum, Le Moniteur Otliciel du

Commerce, with annexes containing the published reports of the German,
Austrian. anti French consuls to their home governnamts, also the Bulletin
Statistinne and the Viestnik Finitusor itmodati).
4. Notwithstanding the crowded condition of the library, quite a number of
A nnrican and even nome of foreign students have been making use of the mater In I on life during reelot years. N record has been kept of such persons, and
I um, therefore, amble to give Owl mines. The library Is used a good deal
daily papers, anti especially of the
by the Washington eorrespontlents of
trade publicaTions, In order to glean con rat news. particularly during the NUM'thin. No discrimination bus been
rater months. when Congress is not In
shown in favor of any class of Inqnirers or .ostigatorft. We intee been tfying
to 1111'01111111sin te and assist-thtto to the best of our knowledge and ability,

though the overcniwdd coadltion of the library awl the absence of special
reserve space for outsiders may have ruled as a deterrent in some cases.
The main function of the library has been to assist the work of the chief and
experts of the bureau in the preparation of the numerous commercial monographs which have appeuml from time to time since the organization of the
bureau. as well as In the compilation of the Statistical Abstract, of the United
States. The l'N perts III the Bureau of Corporations have a Imo had frequent
to use its material In connection with their official work.
is

INTERSTATE ('OM MERCY. (Y)M MISSION.

(Officer reporting: Leroy Stafford hold, Librarian.)

t The Interstate Commerce Commission, created by act of February 4, 1887,

is an Independent bureau of the Government, which has for Its object the
adjpinistration of the various acts of Congres-ii relating to the regulation of
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Interstate carriers. Prior to the act of March 2. DS% the
commission was
required to make its annual report to the Secretary of the Interior, 10 be by
him transmitted to Congress, and the accounts of the commission were to be
jointly afil)roved by the chairman of the conuniasion and the Secretary of the

Interior ; but since the above-mentioned date the commission this been an independent body, subject only to the action of Congress and the President.
The library of the commission was established in 1s14.
2. The records of the commission are complete from its organization on March
31, 188T, are admirably arranged and indexed, and, with few exceptions;
are
accessible to the public. The annual relorts of the commission contain
lists of
cases. abstracts of decisions, and other material. which mg only serve to indicate in some detail the character of the more important tiles, but In ninny cases
make recourse to the original papers unneessary.
3. In accordance with the net to regulate commerce and the amendments
thereto, the Division of Rates and Trausportation receives the following from
carriers doing an interstate business:

/-

(1) Schedules (or tariffs) of freight rates and passenger fares oLsteam and
electric railroads, and of steamer and other water lines subject to flit` act.
(2) Schedules or tariffs) of transportatiOn charges of
exprem companies,
sleeping-car companlea, and pipe lines.
(3) Contracts and agreements pertain, ig to traffie arrangements between
eommOn curlers.
This division, popularly known as the "Auditor's Onice;: has received and
tiled since its organization In 1 sS7 approximately 3.1001)00 tariff schedules
relating to freight and liassenger traffic of the niiture above described, emit
from 1 to rAwr pages,
1 it 1.00(wo0 different rates,

taking Into consideration different commtslities and different distance points.
Besides the tariff schedules the archives of the division include 1,1193,1111
Letters of Transmittal and 2,950,494; Certificates of Coucurretwe, the latter

begun in 1894.

The tariffs flied by the companies are completely indexed and cross-indexed
as to commodities and playas, in sets of Indices prepared for each company.
The tiles of t:.Is division are open to the public.

The Division of Statistics and Accounts has in the original a complete set
of annual reports flied by nil interstate carriers from IS'S to the present time,
and also the correspondence 'between the dIvision and the carriers In the preparation of these reports for publication in the annual volume of Statisticit of
Railways In the United States. By the terms of the Hepburn Art of dune 29.
19011, tle...se annual reports ace made "public records." and there is little doubt
that the annual reports filed prior to that net are also open to public inspection.
Beginning witt)Jul? 1, 1907. this divialon. has received monthly statements of
revenges and expenses from carriers by rail. While these are not by law "public records," yet they are so treated, and are made available for use by any one
who may cure to consult them.
This division has from time to time undertaken special investigations covering points respecting which information was desired not covered in either the
Iinnual or monthly reports. Some of these investigations are of general
interest,
and while not regarSed as "public records," they may become available for the
.

student upon such conditions as the commission may prescribe.

;N.

The correspondence of the division relative to the reports and accounts,
especially the correspondence of the last two yeacs, during which time the
formulation of a system of accounting ban been under consideration, contains
a vast amount of material which might prove of intoned to students of trans-
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Permission to use these files, however, Is granted only upon special

request.

This division expects In the near future to have on file complete records show-

ing the laws passed by the various States regulating railroads, and also the
rulings and findings of the several state railroad commissions.

In addition to the reports of steam railroads. this division also receives
[(ports from express companies, electric railways. sleeping-car companies,
water carriers, and lollop lines In all cases where they do au interstate business.
The library of the commission Is of Increasing value each year for reference
purposes. The manuoission receives malty reqmstm for information on questions

iluortaining to railroads and (other transportation suhjects, and its library has
proven invaluable in answering such inquiries. It is the aim of the commission
to accumulate it complete collection of books and pamphlets, public and private,
relating to all phases of transliortation. both domestic and foxeigm and to dnchide railroads, canals and other waterways, telegraphs, teletihones, and common roads. In fact, It hopes to obtain all literature which would be of jederest

to the student of transportation, its management and regulation. The largest
outlay In the administration of the library Is the annual expense for works
.er,parel) liogal character relating to the federal regulation of railways. A large
periodical Ilod Is maintained, and about SO per ceilt of all accessions are withcogt to the commission. The-work of administration calls for constant
study and Indefatigable labor. Pt is gratifying that the eolleetion ha4 been
of value to the growing needs of the public in general, to students at railway
eonoRdes all over the country, to representatives of the press, and to foreign
representathes residing in Washington. The value of the library to the commission and to the other departments has been amply demonstratill by Its continued usefulness for the°past flfown yearS, during which time It has received
the constant support of the commission.
The library consistsAL1:1010 bound volumes. and 11.000 unbound pamphlets,
a large percentahich are fugitive and noncopyrighted. A system of

exchange with other libraries is maintaInNi. by which the library has been
greatly enlarged. A detailed description of the library may be found In the
Fourteenth Annual Report of the Commission. 1900, pages Sfi-SR, and in a

.

report submitted on April 21, 1900. to the Keep Conanhadon on Departmental
:Methods.

The following publications comprise soffit' of the leading features of the
library :
Publications of the interstate Commerce Commission.
More Important publications of the carious daps rare tith.
Heparin of the various stale rallrond commissions.
Reports of railroad directors to stockholders.
Railroad brotherhoods anti chant.
Railway peridicals.
Transportation painphiets.
General and special treatises on transportnnou
State manuals.
Reports of state auditors.
'Reports of stale tai assessors.
Reports of hoards of trade and chamhert of commerve
Decisions of the federal courts.
New York appeals reports.
Illinois reports.
lows reports.
American decisions and American reports.
Lawyers reports, annotated.
American and English corporation eases.
American and English railroad Cane.

).
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Railway and canal cases. !Wallah.]
Railway and canal -traffic CH 'IC I EHHillitl.1
Comedian railway cases.
American and English Encyclopedia of Law, Neeondedition

Cyclopedia of Law and rrocedure.
American negligence reports.
opinions of Attorneys- General.

Court of Claims reports.
Decisions of the Comptroller of the Treasury.
Legal treatises.
Official reports on foreign railways.
United States Statutes n t Large, 17'49- i 91)S.
United Stntes Complied Statutes.
Federal Statutes, .annotated.
Congreasional Record. IRc5.-1908.

Report of the Industrial Commission. 'Nineteen volumes.
Archly fiir Eioenbahnwesen. Comploole_st.
Consular reports. Complete set.
Bulletin of the International !Wrenn of American itopublies. Compleie set.
Bulletin of the internstionni
Congress. Complete set.
Proceedings of the International Hallway a 'ongreAs. Complete :not!
Comoremolonal documents and reports relating to Interstate 'co:Innen, and private
cottitnittee hearings.
nllla and ronolutlonio relating to interstate commerce.
Addresses and papers. 1 sti1-1879. By Judge :Iloomns M. Cooley. rc, lcolleet boo
of pamphlets.]
congresoional 1 mho Is on I n Rost a le Commerce. Complied by
II. I 'n Inter. 1 KS4
1595. Washington : 1551-1S95. 11n 8 purls. I IC. I Printed from government stereo
type plates.]
Report of the Hepburn Ciattnittee in the Invonotlgatisu of Itallroads in the Statcof
New York In 18711. Testimony and reports, 11 volumes. 8'.
Interstate Commece Commission. Addresses. papers, etc., lo eommisolonero and HP,
notary, 1855 -1007. Two volumes. iConipihil by Charles W. Kendall.
s'.
Ilepl'uni Bill, II. It. P2987, ittyninth Congress, first session'. Approve* June ',2u.
1900. Bills, resolutions, reports, documents.
With table of contents n nil index-digest.
Complied by Leroy Stafford Boyd, acting librarlon. /Consists of Is:t meliorate poohlica
cationic

-V.

Interstate Commeree Speeheo, ISS1-1855. IA compilation of separate sprrhpA. I S'.
Speeches on interstate Commerce, Fifty-ninth Congress, 1905-1907. Complied by
Leroy Stafford Boyd, acting librarian. Two volonnes. 8'. A compilation of separno.

speeches.1

Steam Itiliwny Accidentm. 4:rent Britain and the ruins] States Comports!.
Complied by Leroy Stafford Boyd, acting Illororian. um, sheet. oil. C.

loon.
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(Officer reporting: John 11afret t. director. I

2. The principal focilitlem offered. by tills office for advanced sillily and
research art suelt its might he .,Main's!
ellinf111114 ..kleni"rjn! Library,
which IR et tit fleeted with the teice anti miller Its stmervision. This Illtrary was
reorganized in 1901 it nd given the name It now bears. Ircontains stimfft lri,t)00

volumes relining to the American republics, principally law, history, and
government publics t ions.

3. In Its present location the
unbus Memorial LibraryI is intuit' limited
In the facilities It OW offer to students on necomit of wont. Of space. A limited
number, however, were weleomed to the use of the library, and were given such
Rik

It was Wthlti the power of the attendants to render.
4. No record has been kept of the number of persons uvniting themselves
of the Iltirtiry during the fiscal year 190A. The number Is not. very 'large.
probably tour or tire hundred. These were all apparently special or general
students of LatluAmerican
assistance 4115

REPEIES TO QUERTIONNAIRE.
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ti, The only rules goVeriting admission to the use of the library are that the
person applying must have a serious purpose In wishing to consult the books,
and most not abase the privili.ges extended. Ordinarily. admission to the stacks
knot allowed, but in a proper Case this rule may be WIIIIV(41.

IsTirtiAs CANAL CONIMISSION.

The lslhnlinn t'nnal Commission reports that
:callable for students of any 'lass whatsoever.

II

has no special facilities

INITED sT.vrEs ittEr.x NT« \HDN.
1(111h:et: reporting
1.

\V. it. S111011. Superintendent.:

ts51),

2. The opportunities for sillily consist of four or live thousand object lessons
i i. every working day.
The
tropical collection is rich in palms, containing 12:1 specles, and in ferns of the
geniis Ilcpts, a very Interesting exhibit of ::tt species. 'limn. Is it large col1,1joii of soctilieno4. orchids. and I:Ise:11moms plants. 'I'llere Is alt,
genial collection groin:ell hi !Iv' divisions in the nunti eonservilforY I
1 rop11 iti center, all south if tilt. equator Iu tow \Ong anti north of the equator
in the other, facilitating exits -at the two cool ends. The Outdoor collection Is
grouped nrier Doctor tlrity's the
OfTE a's NVVIV 11111110 by Senator L. yl. Murrill, chairman of 1.7brary Camin I Molly. (IWO to 1111 vkitors from s; II. III. to 5 p.

Homy, some yeiois ;Igo. 111111 \\*PIT Olken 1111V1111111gP of one MS:loll by lImvard

1.111%OrSity stUJonts, but un ulll'rs applied. Mrdleal snide:its are not exanlllovl
nintili in balmy now IS in pi:el:1(111S years. Trinity Collego (1)..C.1 botany.

class made frequent NittilS \Vint 1111 Insl rueful'. and botany classes from Illstriet
high schools collie from 1 Inn. to time during the school year.

7i
SMITITSONIAN INSTITUTION.
illMeer reporting : Cyrus Adler, Assistant Seorelory.1

2. 'rite institution aids Investigators by making grants for research anti
exploration. supplying bol;Its, apparatus, laboratory accommodations. etc. It

It maintains. In ooperation With tile .4iltrary. of Congress, a Wintry which numbers 250,01/0
volumes, told consists mainly of the transaction* of learned societies anti
scient [tie periodicals. NVItilst the body of tile library' Is deposited In the Library
of ('engross and accessible to all Its readers, II "(irking library Is maintained
lot the Institution.
The parent institution hits the administrative charge of s.veral branches
which grew out of its early activities anti width are sultitorted by congressional appropriations. These are the Nittlimal Museum, -including the National
Gallery of Art: the international fxcliange Itervice: the Bureau of Amerienit
I.:1.11410g). : the jKational Zoologiral Park, the Astrophysical Observatory, and.
the Regional Bureau for the International Catalogue of Scientific Literature.
[The Exchange Service and the Catalogue of Scientific Literature are occupidti
oyeasionally provides for lectures, which are 'm4111411(41.
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with the publication and distribution of matter for investigators outside of
Washington. For the work of the relnaining institutions, see the detailed
reports which follow.]
3. In addition to the main portiun of the Smithsonian Library, which (as
stated under No. 2) Is deposited in the library of Conyss, there is maintained
at the institution it working library, which is avallable'Yor consultation to anv
students or others who may wish to avail themselves of the privilege. Facilities could be provided for perhaps a dozen students.

The Institution proper does not maintain any general laboratory

in the

Smithriontan building. It, however, leases a Wide at the Naples Zoo logleal Sta-

tIon, which is placed at tli dispoi.val of investigators. The faellities ltvnilahlr
in the laboratories, of the Institution's various branches are mentioned in this
reply from eachfiranch.
While no special arrangement has berm male for the direction and super
vision of stuslints, Members of the Institution's staff are glint to aid, as far
ass practleabk,; any properly: quail 111 si student. -'

No provision for the employment 'of stodent assistants Is possible front this
limited funds at the institution's disposal.
4. During 'the past you the Se_
111111111Kripis in the liossiession of
the lustitulimt Wive beets eX8111111141 And n lsrrtiutt'uf theut coll1141 by IntInbers

of the staff of the i)epartnteutof I I istorical Research, of the Carnegie institution of Washington.
The library is consulted each day by individuals engaged in researches on
various sub)ects. No list of names is preserved.
(I. While the uccomintalaiions at the institution are sonaswilat limited,: such
facilities as may be possible
given to anS properly tlitilittevf student
engage(' In any original investigat ion.

SMITTISONIAN INSTIT17T1()N : N.1-1()

Ilfnor reporting t. dee.

\I. NIISEU)1..

.Vitniinistratlyc Asmislnt

1.
ninseinn of the Government was established ity the net of Co ress
approved August 10, ISIO, founding this Smithsonian Institution. It wits de
signed to include both nature and art, wit hind limitations. This designation
" United States National M.usetun " has been used in all the lusts of Congress
since 1875, in which year it wile first so employed. While the museum 'was
practically organized In 1850, by the empliiyinent of nn assistant-imeliargis.' it
was not until 1S5S, when the Stnitlisonlaii titidIng- had been completed. that
all the government collections then existing were brought together in that place,
It can scarcely be said that there has been any real change In the status of
the Nationni Museum sinee the beginning. With the inertmse of the (411Mloita

assistants have been added from time to time, miassialists lu each of the branches

represented, and the head of each branch reported directly to the person in
charge of the museittii.
For convenience of administration, however, the several branches wen segregated In 12307 under three headings, called departments,
follows: Biology,
Geology and Anthropology. The last-named department Included not only

ethnology and archeology, but also all the activities of civilized man. Some
modifications of this classification, will soon be made,
- In 1900 the department 'of the fine arts, whieb,-had been authorized in the
original act, but had not been developed, diving to the pressure of other subjects,
1111.
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wins definitely organized as the National On liery of Art. the Stimulus to Iris
adieu beitg supplied through several contributions of exrepti;inul Importance

mat eaItie.
The sobjects now most fully rcpresehted are zoology, botany. wsaleay (itle11141.
lug paleontology). the etimadogy nual iireills)logy of North America, certain
Mom lies of the its and industries. such ;us firearms, laud and water transportat ion, niellashi of lighting, rime-taking de% ices, measuring apparatus, elecfricol inventions I the Ielegn4Ill and tolepholiel, ceramics. glass-niaking mid
(leeOratiall, etc., 1.11111 !paintings by coatieniporary American artists.
- 2 and 3. The use of the study colip.tions has always been
fully granted to
properly accredited Investigators. ;mil uu unatilic i n in the museum's polio
in this respect was Made during the year limaT-s Not infrequently. material
desired for study Is sent mercy frills Washington. but this Is 'lone eilly when it
is impossible for the applicant to collie to the nalSelitil. It is eSpeela ily desimble
that such stnalies shoulti.he carried on lit the museum building when type malins to he 'consul:psi. us the ctalay, of type specimens is hi general illscountged.
The systetunt h. classification of the collections demands ;i large amount of
scientific research, anti as far :as passible this work is done by members of the
Y111.%

As the National Mosconi. whose primary, duty is the preservation of the
national collections. performs. the double function of affording opportunity for
resenrch and tile general Instruction of the people, the public exhibits are so
selected as to form an excelnuat thealis ut study.
The liniseiiin has
laboratories and working results evtulplarl for the
ittimedinte marls of
staff. in classifying
aleseribing
collections. There is practically ho opportifhity in these laboratories for outside students owing to the limitations of space.
411.1
The museum occasionally distributes to educational institutions
sets of carefully seleured anal billeted SisSinlells of various -kinds. such as iltaleS. marine
Neertehnutes, rucks, mud ores, minerals, and fossils; It is doubtful: however.
If very much can be doneejn this direction for some time to come. owing to the
crowded conditions which exist and which render the overimulitlig cef ille.(11101(Ides difficult, if not impassible.

. Each annual report .44 the National Masotti} rout tills under the bending
."'llestoireli," or some similar caption. the statement showing the extent to
which this use of the collections WaS Made Miring the year.
When Speehtlists (11' allynneed students are granted Alm privilege of studying
the colleetkuis, it is iimmintied that they.do not need supervision, and at present
there is no provision for filkitisiling assistance of this kind. Adviee as to the
particular grolips of specimens"whiell Will best cover their nerds, or which It is
thought would be of a speial value in their work. Is gladly given by the
curator having direct etnirge of the collections, and he Is also expected to exercise such ,reasonatble care as will prevent improper use of the specimens, but
beyond this no direction or smiervisibli is given.
The student who has tint had special training in scientific methods could
hardly make profitable use of th0 eollections, and Indeed requests from ascii
are very within' received. No earnest aloplicatit. however. Is- allowed to rer
discouraged, and every effort is made to meet his wants as tar as possible. provided that he can (wry on his work without eonauming too much of the cura-

ti

tor's time.
Members of the museunb staff are encouraged to make investigations on the
collections under their charge, but assistants in the lower grades are expected
07488
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to seek their opportunities for research work both through constant contact
with the collections and by daily afaxTation with the higher and more ex-

.

perienced officials.

/

There is no special provision for the appointment of students as assistants
In the scieutifIc depart meats of the museum, and the engagement of volunteers'
without pay Is prohibited by law. '
The facilities of the working library, which now contains more than 85,000
Volumes, unbound papers, and manuscripts, are daily availed of, not only by
members of the stuff, but also by specialists attached to other scientific bureaus

of the Governmentespecially In the various divisions of the Depatment of
Agriculture, the Bureau of Fisheries. and the Hygienic Laboratory of the Marine
Hospital Service. No exact account Is kept of the number of persons by whom
but it can be safely said that hardly a day "sea+
these advantages are
without a hundred or more volumes being called for by those needing to consult
them in connection with some special Investigation.
4. The statistics for the fiscal year 1908 are not yet definitely available. but
it is more than likely that )t least 210 investigators availed themselves of the
museum collections during t t period.
5. The facilities which can be offered to students during the year 1110`+-1)
will. probably be no greater than those of preceding years. In fact. they maybe even leSs, for not only has the museum become more crowded. but the
problem of the removal of thescientific collet-Goats to the new building will tax
the energies of the entire staff. With this removal, however, which will prob-

ably take. place during this year, it is reasonable to hope that the faellities
offered to students will be greatly increaSeti.
6. The regulations regarding investigators are as simple ns possible.

Little

Is required-other than to furnish ussarance of good character alai scientific
ability: as a rule, a brief indorsement:to that effect from any scientific person
in good' Mending or from the head of the institution with which the applicant
is connected is all that Is needed.'
As already intimated, it ip not possible to make special provision for the
accommodation of students. Each applicant for the privilege of studying col.

lections In the :11118111111 building is made fully- aware of the eontlItIOnN, however,

before consent is definitely granted.

SatiTits43NIA

1 NtrITITTION : 111'REAU OF

Nit:HU:A N Kr11 N1)1,04:1".

1.0111err reportInV,-W 11. Mitni-K, 111114,1

1. 1879.

2. The facilities offered for advanced study and research prior to 1008 were
limited to the use.of the library of upward of 20,000 books and pamphlets
relating to ethnological subjects; the privilege of consulting the 16,000 linguistic manuscripts contained in the archives of the bureau: the use for parpoem of study of the 15,000 photographs of Indians and Indian subjects: the
use of a desk, and the privilege of consulting with the ethnologic staff of the.
bureau.

3. (a) The library has table privileges to accoMmodate live or six persona.
(b) The photographic laboratory will accommodate two or three students
enkaged la photographic work and experiments.
(a) The etkuologlate of the bureau, seven In number, weld give some atteu.
\
ttou tor equal number of-atudents.
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.

l'ractioilly till the members of the scientific corps spend at lelo.it a part
of each year In original research in the field.
ict No provision eau be made for appointment with 'Pay of student assistants.
4. During the present year Miss Ihmismore, of lied Wing, Minn., spent several
eas In the olth oe engaged in preparatory studies relating to Indian music. A
number of ludians of IlsIting delegations were Induced to sing their nadve
songs Into fhe 'phonograph and valuable records were secured. Miss Densuntres
spent sane months during the pre% iotisNear among the Chippewa Indians of
studying the music of the Grand Nleilleine- ceremony. and will continue this work during the stlitliOr Kiliinli under a:i allotment of funds frlitt
the bureau.
Mr. David 1. Dustmen. Jr.. an archaeologist of shuttling. has pursued his stodies
:it the bureau. enjoying the privileges of a member of the staff. and the same
Is true of Dr. 11. A. Seintip, of Tennessee. who Is engaged principally in the
stialy of the Indian languages of the Southern States. The library has been

frispiented by a number of scholars. largely members of the faculty of the
University, engaged in the wain in linguistic and historkal
5. 11'itholit enlargement or rettive space the boreau can not afford greater
facilities to students than are indicated above. on completion of the new
building for the National Museum It is probable that additional 100111 will he
tt

va

The bureau Is devotts1 to research eXeltitikely and the facilities for students other than those posiling original investigations are necessarily

s%11T11snNIAN

NATios.%I. 7.1)411/n:11 'AI. PARK.

(Om. r reporting i-rank linker. sopriteentlent

I

I.e1SW
2.
students of natural history the examination, eoltuairlson. and oliservi
thin of the habits of 4'41111111s. Photographing Is allowed.
Tit artists special facilliete for representing animals either by drawing.
or modeling.

a A speehil shelter has been made for the use of artists who wish to sketch
In the open without attracting the attention of the animals. Every practicable
fitellq Is lifforiled to those who wish to sketch lit the houses.
4. No record kept. A eonsIderable number of specimens of blood from
animals wits furnished Dr. Ftlwarti 1'. Reichert. who has been conducting
series of investigations on blood crystals under the auspices of the Carnegie

INSTITUTION': ASTRInelfl*SICI, Oht4ERVATORY.
((firer niwiretinst :

E. Few le. slit I

1. March 391/401.

Previously stArtpt1 by the Stiblthsontan Institution. 188Q.
2. In 1906 Mr. H. H. Kimball, of the United States' Weather Bureau, wag

assigned to the observatory for special Instruction In spectro-bolometric work:
3. (e) The library contains such books as relate to physics and *astronomy,
dpecially radiation and spectrum absorption.

(b) Laboratory facilities are exceptional for holometric and spectro-holo-

metile *web. Ail instrument shop is connected with the observatory torN,

the construction of neeeestry.hthotatory apparatut.,

it
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(f),Students will be expected to take part in such work as relates to the
(main researches undertaken at the observatory. During 1908 this relates to
the radiation (4 the sun and the temperature of the earth.
(). These facilities are in general open only to gradmite students pursuing
original research connected with the main researches (alder progress at the
observatory. Such students must satisfy the director that they are qutilltied
for the work.
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION : ItUREAU FOR THE INTERNATIONAL CATALOGUE OF SCIENTIFIC' LITERATURE.

The Bureau for the International Catalogue of Scientific Literature and the
International Exchange Service are organizations to secure the cooperation of
Investigators in different parfs of the world, and have no distinctive importance
for the student. who resides at Washington.

I.

INDEX.
Brown, I. I

A.
Amount. detailed, of facilities, asked for, 27, reported (see Separate reports,. 2548.
Accommodations. at librury of Bureau of Ethnolozy. 66; at 3;inittLionian Institution, 64: for stn.
dtits at National Museum. 66.
.1 dams. Prof. Ilerbe.rt B.. 39.

Adler. Assisbuit Secretary t'vrits. 63.
A dministnstion. of national forests, 44; versus education. 9.
Administrative diSi.nity, an obstacle, IS.
Administrator. suocessful, qualities of, 21.
Admission to failities, of Bureau of Education. not
exclusive, 40; nt I lydrographic Office, 35.
Advantages of Hygienic Laboratory to health offieers 32.
Advice offered regarding special literatures, 49.
Agriculture. Department of, iv 10. 21, 42-49.
Aid to pupils of the common schnoLs, 27.
Ainslie. George
17.
Almanac Office, Nautical. library of. 12.
American Chemical Society. ai,stractors,
American Philosophical Society. 7.

12,39

Bureau. of Entomology, 9, 17, 24, 46; of Ethnology,
10, 12, 25, 63, 66; of lOsherirs, 9, 17, 24. 56: of indexes and Archives, 2.1,24, 25; of Insular Affairs,

24, 34: for International Catalogue of &lentil*

.

Literature, 25, 68; of Labor, it, 12, 24, 53; library
of, 53; publimtions of. 53; of &I anufacturia, 9, 17,
24, 52; of Plant Ind ustry, 9, 17, 24, 42: of Roils and
Library. 21, 24: of Soils, 9, 24, 4.5; of Standen's, 9,
12, 1.5, 17, 24: of Standards. an exception to the
rule, 15. . of Stet Lines, 9.12, 17, 24, rot.
Tiiirean chief, forfeiting his trust, 19.
nitre:sus, good training places, 19; to undertake eniii
motional work, 19.
Bushnell. David 1., 67.

Analysis. of road-making rocks, ha sanitary, is,

st ruction in, 31.
A odersel. Andrew P.. 50.
Animal Industry. Bureau of. N. students of, 16.
.Anthropology. student of. Iii.
Annual reports made public wends, 60.
Appendix, 22.
Appointment, of student assistanCi, 36, 43, 47, 49,
54: through Civil Service t'ominission, 43.

Apprentices under instnsetion in Ilydrographic
Orrice, 35.

Archeology of North America, 14.

Archives, of Bureau of Itolls and labrar, 29. of
United States Government, 29.

Army Medical Museum, 10, 33; library, 12, 33.
Arrangement, for the training °releases, 14; of looks

in Bureau of Arrhlycs 29; of cataloguer: 11.
Assistants, qualifying for promotion. 15: temporary
21C6,taille, 66.

Astronomy, practical and theoretical, for advanced
students Ill, 3.5.
Astrophysical Observatory, 17, 25, 83, 67.
Attachis of foreign institutions, 46.
Author of a book hy.a known tItle,
Authorities on a particular subject, Library of Congress. 28.

B.
Bache, Professor, 8.
V. experimental work, 91
yllaket,

t. Frank 07.

Barnette, 'apt. W. J., 35.

Barrett, Director John, C.
Barrows, Lucius D., AO

Bibliographies on a particular subject, Library of
Congress,

Assistant
ssistant Chief W. D., 44

Biological Survey, Bureau of, 9,174, 47.

Biology experimental work, 81.
Board Light-114nm, library of, 12.
Beolciborrogrodfrom Library of Congress through
home II

es, 27.

Botanic Gardens, National, 10.
Botany, of North America, 14; students of, 18.
Bowlby,,, Prof. H. L., 61.
Boyd, Librarian Leroy Fl., dia.

Branches of National bljnetion eltretted, 64.
Brown, Cotaminkeer

.43.

Buck, John It, 28.
Bulletins. lint of, Hygienic Laboratory, 30.
Bureau. of Animal Industry, 8, 17, 24, CI; of Biological Sunev.9, 24, 47; of Census, 9. 24,54; of Chemistry. 9, 0.21. 44; of Corporations, 9. 24, 51
Bureau of Education, 10. I', 23. 24. 38; collections
,rowded out, 39: contributions to general literature, 39; library Indispensable to working force,

.A bstractors of American Chemical Society. 31

C.
Carl index lochemicin library. 37.
Carnegie, Andrew, 10.
Carnegie Institution. 10,28,36.
Carson. Chief John M., 52.
Cartography, students of, 16.

Catalogues of Library of Congress. 11: of naval

records, 97; and finding lists. 34.
Census, Bureau of, 9. 17; of Federal Oovenunent. 3.4;

Office, formerly a temporary of
54.
Character of information. confidential, 51
Chemistry. Durrett of 9, 17, 24, 44;-experimental
work, 31; students of, 16.
Chief facilities of Patent Office, 37.
Circulating library. not the Library of Congress, 27.
Civil engineer students, 50.
t
Class instnetIon, training school for. 11.
Clas, of men preferred at Bureau of Entomology,47
Classes of elentifle and literary material, 12.
Clout fi canon of subjects of invention, 37.
Coast and Geodetic Surrey, 10, 17, 24, 55; library, 12.
CollectIons.departmental, i 4, Utemryand scientifie,
9: of animal pares' lee and pathological specimens.
42: of Blot cal Survey mallow& for study. 44;

of Biol
Survey stored In Nalional Museum.
47; of 1. bury of Connect, available, 25; of the
Army Medical Museum, 14; of the Burnam of
Education.a of the Smithsonlaa,Institution, 14.
Colt
is Manorial Library, 62.

Corm
C

and Labor, Department of, S. 24, 51-55.
loner of Education, 13, 23.
.6,

COMM Woo of Fish tent pasties, now Bureau of
CoUtion Of library
rary of Bureau of StatistialaeraWded.
(a. See also Library of various bureaus.
Cowan:Ai. Fiftrieecend, joint m14)11)1.1011, 9.

Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences. 7.
Consular clerks, foreign consuls, and special agent,
hats of ,V9.

Consular Itutructicats and dispatches, inventories,
29

Consulting student& at library of Office o( Chief of
Staff, 34.
Contents of Library of Bureau of Statistic*, 39. (See
also )L
of
of the various bunssita); of librarr of
0010111131 11(vey. 40; of library of Offload Public
Roads, 60; of museum of Burgeon-deeersra 011tos;

of *tombs of btrds.triaddatice of, 48.

.
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Contributions to general literature in Bureau of

Education, 39.
Convenience of reference. letter of inquiry, 23.
Coupenstion of investigators in different parts of the

Facts in history or literature supplied by Library
of Congress, 28.

Features, leading, of library of Interstate Commerce
Commission, 61.
Fish Colanclasioo, 10.
Fisheries, Bureau of, 9, 17, 24, 56.
Food problems, individual, family, and last it ci tien,

world, ffi.
Corcoran Gallery of Art. library of, 12.
CirporaUons, Bureau of, 9.
l'orrespondence, Inquiry, answered Icy Library of
49.
Congress, 28; of Division of Statistics and Ac- , Ford's old theater, 33.
vaunts, (4.
('oat of a specified book, stated.2S.

Forest Service, 9, 17, 20, 24, 44.

(.'rt [RE= oft administrallon of departmental Ilicrarim. 13.
Curry, Dr. J. L. ld_.. 30.

Forestry, as a profession, 44; students of, ;6, 41.
Form, of application for use of laboratories in Do-

me of Fisherie, .57. of inquiry prepared by

Bureau of Education. 23.
Fowly, Aid F. E., 6740,

l'ushmau, Acting Director A. S.. 49.

Free referents library'. 23.
French, Professor, 43.
Functions of naval war records, 30.

D.
Data, bibliographical and experimen Lai, 49.
Date and price of &specified book. given by Library

G.

of Congress. 28.

Dates of establishment of offices, 2-64.
Declaration of Independence, 29.
Delmar, Alex, 58.
Demand for skilled highway engineers, 50.
_Densmore, Miss, 67.
-Department, of Agriculture, 8, 10, 24, 42, 44, 45, 46,
12, 48, 49; library, 12, 24, 44. 51; of Commerce and
Labor, 8, 24, 51, 52,53. 5,. 55, 56, 57, 55. of Education, 38; of illstorrosi Itesearch, 64; of Justice, 12,
24.30; library of. 12, 32, 36; of Labor, now Bureau
ol7Labor, 53; library of. 12; of State, 24, 25; library
12; Of the Intwiur, 5, 6, 23, 24, 37,38, 40, 41; library,
12.

Deposit as securit y for books borrowed, 26.

Depot of Charts and Instruments tor the Navy. 5.
Desk room In laboratory. 30.
novices, mechanical. used In Bureau of the Census,

Garfield, Secretary J. It., 23,
Geological Survey, 10, 93, 24, 40; library, 12, 40;
specimens deposited in National Me:beton, 40.
Geology, of North America, 14; students of, 16.
George Washington, Memorial Association, 10; University, 10, 15.
Lieutenant, 35.
Government, departments and bureaus. libraries,
12; Hospital for the Insane, 13, 17, 21, 41; offices
accommodate students, 19.
Graduate students, in special Investigations, 48; occasionally assisted, 49.
Guibord, Dr. Alberta, 41..
Guide to archives of the United States Government,
28, 29.

54.

Difficulty, educatI6nal, an obstacle. 19; of slam for

Hadley, President Arthur 'twining, 1, it.

etudents, 17.
Discrepancy In dates, 28.
31.

-

111strict library, 13.

Division, of Agriculture Soils in Weather Bursae,
45. of Chemistry changed to Bureau of Chemistry.

44; of Economic. Ornithology and Mantmalogy,

47; of Internal Commerce, 65; of Rates and Trans-

portation, 03; of Statistics and Amounts, 60; of
the Bureau of Plant industry, 42.

Doubtful, whether a university would'be advan11=uto scientific bureaus, 20.

ge' investigations, 48.

Duncan, Prof. L. N., 43.
Duplicates of records no longer kept, 29.

Handwriting of early diplomatic. papers, 29.
I lealth °Meets of the service taught at h yglenie laboratory, 31, V.

I lenshaw Administrative Assistant . W 47.
Iliihcbrand, Inrector W. F., 57.
Historical research, students of,
History and diplomacy, students of, Pi.
history, brief, of (sallies for study and research, 7.
Hoag, Prof. W. R. 61.
Holum,
m Chief WI I., 66.
Hospital Corps of the Navy, 36.
.

Howard, C'hief L. C),, 40.
Ifydrographic Office, 5, 16, 24; library, 12. 35..

llydrography, students of, 16.

Hygiene. MILSCUITI of, library of, 12.

llygleni4 laboratory, bulletins, list of, 3o; or Public
Health Hendee, 30.

Eaton, Capt. Harry A., 61.
Economy, administrative, an obstacle, 21.

1.

Education, Bureaus of, 10,12,38,39.

Educational institutions in,,the District of Columbia, 10.

Employees of Bureau of Chemistry, cientille, 46.
Eatabllshmmt of a national university, 20.
Ethnology, Bureau of, 10, 12, 22, 63, 66; of North
re
America, 14; students of, 16.
Examinations, civil service, for employees of Bureau of (hemiatry, 46; for civil engineer students,
Si.
Examiners to Patent Offioe, 38.
Expenditure for new books, 25.
Experiment, of student assistance, abandoned, 20;
stations, otfioe of, 9, 43.
Experts of the Bureau of Corporations, 50.

Extract from a book supplied by Library of t mistress, 2e.

F.
Facilities, available for the general public, 7. 11, 22,
41, 43; eilsting, for study and research, 7, 11 22,
41, 43, 46, 63; of Bureau of American Repubilo,

02; of Bureau of Education, 40; of Bureau of

Stendards,67 of Coast and Geodetic Survey,lins
Red, 55; of hygienic Laboratory, 32; offered to
students at Bureau of Ethnology, 66; at Conant
BUresul, 65; at Burette of Fisheries, 66; at Na.
Monet Museum, 66.

Incorporation of educational institutions, W.
Identification of seeds found In birds' stomachs 48.
- indexes In Library of Bureau of Rolls, 30.
Information, addTtional. asked for, 22; character of
oonlidential, 51; given readily by Census Bureau,
54; supplied to nonresident physicians, W.
Inland t1 aterways Commission, 52.
Inquiry, instituted by Mr. Walcott, lei made by
Bureau of EStication, 23.
Insane, Govertunent Hospital for, 15, 17, 24, 41.
Institutions of learning., higher, 10; offering insiruc1
ton through staficof Bureau of Soils, 46,
Instruction, In bacteriology, etc., given to students.
31; no regular, It Bureau of Etconology,40; personal, available to individual Investigators 11.,
Instntments used In Mimeo of Standards, 67.

Interests of agrIcultural education In the Wnited
states, 48.

Interior Department, 8, 6, 23, 24, 87, 38,49 41; IIof, 12.

Inter] racy bens, principles of, 27.
International !Surest' of American Republics, 24, GI.
International Exchange Service, 28,1 3,
Interstate Commerce Conrtiasion, 24, 69.

Inventory volMin-, of circulars, 29; of consulartnetrucUons andQiWelles, 29; of diplomatic papers,

a
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Investigators, individual, II; in government lout

M.

ploy, 11; of mature age and independent resoUrere,

scour, hooks from ',hirers of Congress. 26; xis'ling and resident, 20.
Irrigation investigations. 48.
Isthmian Canal Conurdsslon. 24, ea.

McNeil', William. 29.
Magmaistn, students of, 16.
Man. who want; technical training, 19; with a definite end in view, 13.
Management of experiment stations, 48.

J.

Manufactures. Bureau of. II, 17, 24, 52.

Manuscripts, can not be drawn from Bureau."( Rolls
except upon Secretary's order, 30: not detained
from shelves after 4 p. In.. 30.
Marine-hospital on Staten Island. 30.
Marine I lospital Service, 15.
Martin. Randolph. 50.

Jacobson, Librarian Morris, Ss.
Jefferson, Thomas, 7.
John l'aul Jones commenionstion. 37.

Johnston. William D.. 13.
Join,. Lieut. Col. T. W., 34.
Jimice, Department of, 12, 24, 36; library of. 12.

Material, for edtu.ational nut euni, 39; for preparation of the report, 22; suitable and more accesstide in NVastlington, IS; used by Bureaus of Stalls.

K.

tics, 59.

Matters puldished by Bureau of Labor, other than

,official, 53.
Maury, Commander, 42.
Maximum educational value, 9.
Medical Corps for work in the 'Tropics. 36.

k Mihail. II. II., 67.

Medical school of George Wusliingion,l'niversti y.

. Laboratories, at the Goverrunent llospital for the

41.

Insane. il, of Bureau of Fisheries. So.
Laboratory facilities. II; at .kstroPhysical Observa.
tory, ti7; at Bureau of Chemistry luailequale, 44;
at Bureau of Entomology cramped. 47; at Bureau
a 'bits, Li. none in Petrol
3A: not pro.
vile I for students at Weather Bateau, 42: 1y.
fierily, bulletins of, 3n.

Melvin, Chief A. I) , 42.
Meteorological work before organisation of Weather
Bureau, 42.
Meteorology, students of. lb.
Military war records. 17.
Mineral resources, students of, 16.
Models and drawings of the Potent
Moore, Chief \ tilts I... 4h
Morrill, Senator I.. M.. 63.

Langworthy Acting Director C. F., 4s.
Law library. II.
Lawson, Surgeon-General 41

Museum, National lo, 14, 63, 64: library of, 12; of

.

Lectures given In Bureau of Soils, 46, to higher

Bureau of Education crowded out, 3..t; of I f ygtene,
_library of, 12; of SurgoomlfeneralSoffloe, 24: open
to the public. 33.
Museums in the. District of Columbia. 14.

°Metals to Weather Bureau abandoned. 42.
Letter of transmittal. 5.
Libraries of setuirnt departments and Iiiiniaus, 12.

Lihnuv.adminktration. students of, 16. methods,

students of, It:. of Astrophysical 01i:wry:nom., 67;
of Ildological survey. 47: of Bureau of A notrican
Re :Mhos, 62; of Bureau of Census, rA; of Burstaii
of 1 hemistry. 44.
Library. of Bureau of Education. books made as.'
able to students of education, 30; Millspen,a1,1
to the working force, 36; works of general natur
Wee.lel out, 39; of Duman of Entomology. 47; of

National Botanic Garden, 14.'24, 63.

National Educatiou Anariation,

National Gallery of Art. 14, 63, 65.
National 1.4aglie for tfood !totals, 50.
National Museum, 10 14, 63, 64; library, 12.
National Standards, students of, 16.
National statistical office. !Surma of the Census. 54.
Nautical Alriamic 011iir.111irary of, 12

Itiorati of Ethnology, 66; of Bureau of Fislicrie:.
It; of Bureau of Insular Affairs, 31: of Bureau of
Le ,or, 5.3; of Bureau of Plant Industry, 43; of

Naval laboratory at firooklYn. N. F., 36.

131
au of Rolls. open to the public. 29; of 'Bureau
Hs. 45; of Bureau of Standards, 5s; of Bureau
of . ensiles, Ss; of Coast and Geodetic Survey,
55: of Geological Survey, open to the public, 40.

of .

Lilinur of Congress, 10, II, 24; a free reference
libratht. 25: aid to school pupils. 27; authorities
on a particular subject, 20; bibliographies, 28:
collections available, 25; expenditure for new
looks 25; Inquiry through correspondence, et;
incest store secure books, 26; lends books
throu
other libraries, 27; main reading room,
26, n
papers and periodleals. 26; no limit to
stint of books drawn front, 26; not a circulating lit nay, 27; operatIon of copyright law, 25;
persons ming it,
persons Who have the idlyliege of drawing books, 27; principles of inter-

library loons, 27; privilege of drawing books Isom,
reply. of, 25; report and manual, 25; reelhlent must applv for privileges, 27; resident use,
'2.fis responsibility for books loaned, 28; selection
of new books. 211; specialists in, 26; supplies information 28.
Lllintry, of Department of ,1griculturo, 12,24, 44.51:
of Interstate Commerce Commission, 61; of.
National Museum. CA: of Office of Public Roads.
50; of Smithsonian Institution, 63; of the Sur
geon-Generat's Offices 24, 32; of Weather Bureau
often to students, 42.
Light.IToute nosed, library of, 12.
limitation, none to use of fitellities In Patent OM*.

N.

t

i

Naval Medical School and floe Ilan, 24, 35.
Naval Observatory, 10, 17, '24, 35; library of, 12.
Naval War Tteconls (Me. 17, 24. 36.
Naval tactics and duties of medical officers, .01.
Navy Department, library of, t2, 24. 35.
Necn.-r, Robert W.37.
Neill, Commission. C P.. tsl.
Newell,
o 40.
Newspapers and periodicals In Litrary of Compere
26.

Nonresident physicians ask for information, 113
North, Director S..N. D.. 54.
Number of books a reader nosy draw from Library
of ( ongrevi. 21,

0.

-,4 ... 27;

,

"`

1 /of possibility of promotion. 15.
Limit

Lines of wort In Bureau of Chemistry. 44; in

(Ake of Experiment Stations, 48.
List, of turepus to which Inquiry was sent, 24; of

Obstacles to student's research. 17.

Office, of Chief of Staff, 24, 34' of Experiment SW
lions. 9. 17. 24, 48; of Public Roads. 9, 17. 24. 49:

°Myers of foreign governments. given opportunity
to study, 46.
Offices, of the United States Government at Washington, 7, 10.

Operation of copyright law, increases books In la.
brary of Congress. 25.

Opportunity. for study at Brotanle Garden. SI; for
research, 15, 41, 06; (or scientific work increasing.
21.

Organisation of liblery stall, 11.
Original search In the field by corps of Duman of
Ethnology, 67.

P.

roost t tar clerIrs, foreign Omuta!, and special agents.

of reference worts, 34.
Loans, system of interlibrary, 12.
L
p ystelans use Surgeon-Oeneral'a Office, 32.
?A;

Local

libWir

Paleontology, of North America, 14; students of,
16.

Patent Olfloe, 10, 17, 24, 37; library, 12.
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Patents, classified, totted States, 37.
Pathological and psychological laboratories, 41
Pathology. experimental work, 31.
Pau Me, Dr. C. 0..37.
l'ersonnel of the Continental Navy, 36.
Persons, nurn bee of, availing themselves of the facil-

ities offered, 22; using Library of Congress, 26;
who may draw books from Library of Congress.

27.

Pharmacology, experimental work. 31.
Physics, students of, 16.

Pierce. Chief Clerk Lorick, 38.
Moms, in departmetas open to students. 17.
Plant Industry, Bureau of, 9, 17, 24. 42.
Policy, of Forest Service to retain students. 44; of
National Museum. 65: of Office of Public Roads.
60.

Polls. Dr. P., 42.
Position of scientific aid (liscontintted, H.
Poet-Office Department. library of. 12.
Presence, of students interferes with office work. is.
Principles governing operations of interlibrary
loans. 27.

Privilege, of consulting maruncript archives, 30- of

Office of Experiment Stallone, 48; Office of Public'
Roads, 49; Donau of Corporative.% 61; Bureau of
Mauufacturos, 52: Bureau of Labor, 53; Bureau
of the Census, 54; Coast and Geodetic Survey, 65.
Bureau of Fisheries, 56; Bureau of Standards, 57.
Dtueau of Statistics,' 36; Interstate Commerce
Connnimion, 60; Bureau of Amencan Republics.
62; Lolunian Canal Commission 63; Botanic Gar-

dens, 63; Smithsonian Institution, 63; National

Museum. 64; Bureau of Ethnology. (ii; Zoological
lark. 67; Astrophysical Observatory, 67: Bureau
International Catalogue, (-R.
Reports, annual, made public records, 60; publishr!
by; Bureau of Corporatioes, 52.
Representatives, diplomatic. of the United State..
Research. advanced. 110 students of at Geolochal
Survey. 41: and study, facilities for. 7.15,30; mode
opportunities. 15. .Ser abe separate re.
ports of Bureaus.
Research work of a laboratory character, 31

Residents of District of t'olumbia, may apply fur
library privileges. 27. use of Library of ( 'ingress.

26.

taking books front Library of Congress. 27: emoted
to %poet...lists. CS; to Individual students, In.
Problem of bureau chiefs. 18.

Resolutions. Joint, of Fifty-second Congress. 9.

Problems, of Forest Service, 44; have become ta,. pica. 20: pertaining to public health. 31.
Promotion, assistants qualifying for, 15.
Provision. none for regular student work in ilifreau

Riviera, Prot M. J.. 47.

of Chemistry, 41S for teaching not made at iibraty.of Sure eon-nenernl's Office, 32.

Responsibility for looks borrowed front Library of
(.0 ogress, es,

Rogers. Commander C. C., 38.

Rules. governing admission to library, '3: rovernconing the library of Bureau of Rolls, 30.
ii neon. Capt. 1'. F.. 33.

Public. admitted to Surgeon-General's Ofibe mu-

S.

seum. 33: general, facili I ies avail .1,10 kw. II.

Public Health and Slari no-Hospital Semen IS, 17.
24, 30.

Public Roads, Office of. 9. 17. 24, 49.

Publications, of linnets of Fisheries, 57,1ofticial. of
Bureau of Labor, 53: of Bureau of Standards, 5'i:
of Bureau of Stange .. 59.
Putnam. Librarian lier I ter'. 25.

Q.
Qualities which make li succ essful ail mlnistrator. 21.

guartus of Bureau of Educetion very limited. 4o.
uestionaire sent out, 22.
uotat ion, particular sourer of a. 2.S.

R.
Ravened, Administrative A.' a. 53'. de (' , 1'4,
Itea ling room of Library of Congress, 26.
Iteclanetion Service, 24. 40.

Records, in Bureau of Archives well emoted, 29;
not kept of number of visitors 33 34.3o 40 46 65.
of Interstate Commerce Commission. u0; official,
of office of Secretary of the Navy, 31..
Reference, convenience of, 211; Willi les not limited.

34; libraries In Public Health flureil, 31; use 01

Litewy of Congress absolutely tree. 28.
Regional Bureau for the International Catalogue of
Scientific Literature, r.3.
Regulations, concerning admission, to mole's use of
belittled, 22; of Public Health Sorbet. 32; regarding Investigators, 66.

Rorkbert, Dr. Edward T., e7.
Relations, with agrieulturffi &dimes and schools. 48;
with foreign Institutions of agricultural rewnreh.
411,

Renown, Presidint Ira, 23.
Removal of apparatus to Washington, 49.
Replies to questionalre: Library of Congress. 25;
Bureau of Archives, 28; Bureau of Rolls, 29; Public-Health Service, Xi; Departntent of Justice. 32;
Museum of Surgeon-nenend, 33 Office of Chief of
Staff, 34; Bureau of Insular Affairs, 34: Hydrographlo Office, 36: Naval Observatory, 36; Nara'
Medical School, 36; Naval War Records 36; General 14nd Office, 37; Patent Office, 37; Bureau of
of Education, 38; Geological Survey, 40; Reclama-

tion Service, 40; Hospital for the Insane, 41

Weather Bureau, 12; Bureau of Animal Industry
42; Bureau of Plant Industry, 42; Forest Service
44; Bureau of Chemistry, 44; Bureau of Soils, 46
Bureau of Entomology, 40; Biological Survey, 47

Selledules reeivod from 'Triers, (0.
)ethi'''. a better trainee pleeeecian an offi ce, IA.
-Silent ire and liteneav materiel. classo( o(. 12.

Sientific bureaus of the -Crated State. Government. 68.

Selentifie 'entry of Patent (liner. 37.
Scientific man who can direct his own work, is.
Stomp, Dr. II. A., 67.

Secretary of State. 21; of the interior, 1, 13, 25.
Selection for purchase of hooks. 26.
Separation of educational from wltntglstrallve
side. 20.

Smith, Commissioner II. E.. 51.
Smith, Director George Otis, 40.
Smith, Supt. W. R., 63.
Smithsonian Institution, 6, 14: 26, 81, 64. fig, 67.

Smithsonian Library depoedted inLibrary of congress,

Soils, Bureau of, 9.
Space difficulty, an obstacle. 17.
Special shelter for artists at Zoological Park, 67.
Specialists, avail themselves of privileges of laborstortes, 37; of Library of Congress, 2b; or advance'
students granted privileges. 65.
Specimens, of blood from animals, 67; received I.y
Illologiud Survey, 47.
Sniff of office encouraged to pursue special lines of
study, 49.
Riede of the student assistant, 19.
Standards, !brew' of,9. 12. 15,17, 24: students of.
State Hospital for the Insane, V. estboro. Maas.. 41.
.

Statistical information accumulated by Office of
Experiment Stations, 49.
fitatistlia. Bureau of, 9, 12, 17, 24, 58; of education,
38: students of, 10.
Stewart, Supt. C. W., 36.

Strength, opals], of coliwtion at Litwery of con.
grma, 26.

Stitilent a.ssistants unsatisfactory, 16.
Student assistants. appffili fed, 32, 57; none In Patent
Office.
Student oMeers, receiving instruction, 31.

Students, appointed as clerks in Census Bureau,

54: at Bureau of Ethnology, 60; at Office of Public
Roads, 50' expected to take part In work, 001'6 not
yet eetahlished In their profession. 16; of Howard'
Uhl varsity, 63: their presence Interferes with offlas
work, 18; who desire technical and scientific training, 16.

Study. of naval history, 30; antfresearrii, localities
for, 7, 11, 22 41, 43, lo. 63.
Subleets, auxiliary, neoewary to forestry, 44; repro.
stunted In NatWest Museum, re.
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Swett, Ohs D., 38.

Sysleni. of arrangements of hooks In Bureau of
Archives. 29; of interlibrary loans, 12, 77; of

.

student assistance abandoned, 20; of training fur
advanced students. 21: of training schools in the
drpartments, 21.

Vitiate, maximum educational'. 9.

Van Tyno and !ond, 2a, 29.
Visitors to oiliem, no records kept. 33. 34, 39. 40,
46, M.

Vital statistics. Instriiction In, 31
Volumes, of circulars, inventoried, 29, of diplomatic
papers, listed in inventory book, 28.
9 °limitary workers in Bureau of Sods 15.

T.
Tared schedule, filed, RE
Teachers who make it their business to educate, 20
Teaching instinct, some bureau chiefs have it, 21.

'V.

1 Mee cone% at Naval Observatory, 35.

Tendency to separate educational ,host &denial
!rat ire side,

Tests and comparisons Rade by Bureau of Standards, NI.

Test-books and Manuals on agriculture. 49.

alcott, Mr_ 16.
Walker, Gen. Fratiers A., !A.
War I )(Tat (went, library of. 12. 24.32, 33. 34.
War Retards Oiler, library of. 12,

Washington, United States Government offices,

'Thom Dr. t ltarles, 43.

7, to.
Weather Bureau, g. 16. 24, 42.

Thomas, Charles It., 50.
Thim, stoden9; of, 16.

White. William A. 41.

t tritium. Supt. 0. II..

'Corns, Raymond E , 51.
Topography, students of. Iti
Training, of classes. arrangements for. 14, received
In Census Bureau, 54. schools for class Instruction, 11.
Creasury Department. 24. 30. 54 library ut.

Whitney. Chief Stilton, 45.
Wise. golical Dinvtor John ("., .45.
Woods, 1asistalit ( hid A, F., 42.

Work, of Bureau of Statistics, mainly of routine

character, 59; of the Ofliee of EN pertinent Stations,
49, of the
of Public Roads. 50.

Wright, lion. Carroll D. M.
Wright. lir. Hamilton,
Wymaie,

U.
1' Mon catalogues of educational literature, 39.
ErtiversIty. (Marge 91 ashIngton. 10, 15; national,
establishment of a. 20.
United States, Army and Navy. 14. Geological

GPO. W., 311.

T.
yew ilang.Tung, 43

Z.

Survey, 8, 17, 24; National Museum, 64; Lake
Shrvev. 42.

Zoo, Raphael. 44.

Use, of ladees In Bureau of Rolls. 30 of Mime of e Zoological Park, Nation.d. Id, 14, 25,63, 67.
Navy Department {ladled. 37.
Zoology, experiment xi work 31: of North America
t.'s.,fuloos of Library of Congress, 12.

14, stueleats of. 46

0
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